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To His Excellency, Govemor Carroll A Campbell, Jr.:
The South Carolina DepartmentofProbation, Panole and Pardon Servicesis committed
to the creation and operation of the most effective community supenrision capacities and
programs possible in its work with those who have broken the laws of our state. These
comprehensive efforts benefit all South Carolinians through the application ofappropriate
punishment and restrictions, offender accountability, and the efficient utilization of state
resources.
Under the restructuring of our state government enacted by the General Assembly and
Governor in 1993, we believe this Department was able to implement its objectives in the
most effective and efficient manner possible. We are all proud of this accomplishment,
despite a supervision population that has continued to grow and that now represents the
largest segment of the state's criminal offender population.
During the past year, the Department continued to implement a comprehensive set of
community sanctions which offer a wide range of sentencing and post-imprisonment
options for South Carolina's criminal justice system. During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the
Department opened its first Community Control Center in Charleston, to treat long-term
substance abuse and criminal behavior problems, and prepared for the opening of Service
Centers in Greenville and Lexington counties, in order to provide more cost-effective
supervision of lower-risk criminal offenders. The Department also held numerous Job and
Health Fairs to provide employment opportunities for offenders.
This Department, and all of its staff across this state, is committed to working with
criminal offenders in holding them accountable to the community, to themselves and to
their families. It is a sensible and comprehensive approach working for us all, and it is
our ongoing mission to assist these offenders in becoming and remaining, law-abiding and
productive members of society.
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Reginn II Director Thomas L. Copelan'd
Abbeuille County Agent in Charge ...' Shcrry R' Flerning
Cfurokee County Agent in Chnrge Collis E. Edwards, Jr-
Greenwd County Agent in Charge '......' Steue Osborne
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Ihe use of probation and parole in South Carolinabegan in 194,1with
the establishment of the S.C. Probation and Parole Board. At the time
of its creation by the General Assembly, this Board made
recommendations on parole matters subject to approval by the
C'overnor. trn 1946, the powers and duties of the separate Board
ofPardons were devolved upon the Probation and Parole Board,
renamed the Probation, Parole, and Pardon Board.
Three years later, the South Carolina Constitution was amended
to restrict the clemency powers of the Governor to granting reprieves
and commuting death sentences to life imprisonment. All other clemency
power was vested in the Board, which then became, and still remains, the
sole authority in the State of South Carolina to grant pardons and to issue and revoke
paroles.
In 1981, the Board was renamed the Parole and Community Corrections Board under
the Community Corrections Act of that year, which mandated internal reorganization. the
Community Corrections Act created the Department of Parole and Community
Corrections, which reported to the Board and was responsible for the development of new
initiatives and a variety of supervision capacities for adult offenders.
The missions ofthe Board and Department were further expanded through the Omnibus
Criminal Justice Improvements Act of 1986, to include the development of a range of
community punishments as sentencing options for the Court, which could be individually
applied to fit both the criminal offender and the offense committed. To more fully reflect
these increasing roles in the state's criminal justice system, the Board and Deparhnent
were renamed the Board and Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services
(DPPPS) in 1988.
At the onset of Fiscal Year 1993-94 and reflecting the legislatively-mandated
restructuring of South Carolina's state government, the Board and Department became
two separate and distinct entities. DPPPS became a cabinet-level agenry, with the Agency
Director reporting directly to the Office of the Governor. The Director also assumed
complete responsibility for the oversight, management and control of the Department, as
well as the development of all written policies and procedures.
The Boards focus shifted exclusively to deciding matters regarding paroles and pardons,
with DPPPS continuing to function in a supporting role for the Board. (For mare dttail
on a.ctiuitizs of thn Bu.rd of Paroles and Pardnns during FY 93-94, see page 68)
(B
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The Departmentis chargedwiththe community supervision notonlyofoffenders paroled
by the Board, but also offenders placed on probation by the Court and those on early release
programs, the Extended Work Program and Youthful Offender Release from the S.C.
Department of Corrections.
Since its inception in 1941, with an annual appropriation of $2?,000, a jurisdictional
population of 1,138 offenders, and 11 Probation/Parole Agents, the S.C. Department of
Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services has emerged as one ofthe nation's premier criminal
justice agencies.
Continuing a decadelong tradition of designing and operating one of the most
comprehensive ranges of supervision programs and capacities to be found in the United
State s, the Department, during FY 93-94, developed and implemented the Comprehensive
Community Control System which included Pre-Sentence Investigations and South
Carolina's first Community Control Center for high-needs offenders. At the close of the
fiscal year, the Department had a jurisdictional population of more than 52,000 offenders.
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Director
Reporting to the Office of the Governor, the Director of the Department of Probation,
parole, and Pardon Services (DPPPS) has overall responsibility for the agencV, supenrises
all staff functions and ensures that all policies and procedures of the Department are
followed. Staffoperatingunder direct supervision of the Director are the Deputy Director
for Field Senrices, the Deputy Director for Paroles and Pardons, the Deputy Director for
Mministration, the Chief Legal Counsel, the Director of Victim Sen'ices, the Special
Projects Coordinator, the Director of Qualif Management, the Director of hrblic
Information and the Director of Executive Services, who oversees the Internal Auditor.
Office for llictim Sewices
fire OfficeforVictimservices, adrninistratedbythe DirectorofVictimServices,responds
to victims'requests for information about the criminal justice process. During Fiscal Year
1g9B-94, fourfull-time stafrmembers (the Director ofVictim Services, the Victim Sewiceg
Liaison and two Victim Services Coordinators) assisted victims and witnesses throughout
the community corrections process, the pre-parole process, the Youthful Offender
Conditional Release process and with DPPPS-operated early release programs.
Victims and witnesses of all crimes receive a 30-day writtcn notice of parole hearings
and are invited to attend hearings to present testimony in opposition to an inmate's parole.
Victim Services personnel attend the weekly parole hearings of the Board of Paroles and
Pardons, to assist those victims and witnesses who choose to appear (Figure 2).
Victim Services stafralso coordinate victim/witness opposition to the release ofyouthful
offenders througlr the administrative Youthful Offender Parole Review Board.
While ofrenders are supervised by the Department in a community corrections setting,
Probation/Parole Agents collect Victim Impact Statements; provide information and
servicereferralstovictims;monitorCourt- or Board-orderedrestitution;andinformvictims
who have requested notification of their opportunity to attend post-sentencing hearings
which may affect the supervision of the offender.
The Department is actively involved in the Victim Services in Community Corrections
OSICC) program, funded through the State Victims Assistance Program, with fte goals
of providing information, education and support senrices to victims, while ensuring that
they are informed and involved in the community conections pnocess.
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Tictirn flttendance
at Farole 6oard Hearinqs
Figure 2
Jive tjearTotals:
5,145 Victims in Attendance
1,980 Opposition Cases
As partofthe Departmenf,sincreased attention tothe needsofvictimsin the community
corrections process, the agenry hired its initial Victim Services Coordinator in 1989 with
the development of a pilot program in Charleston Counf. At that time the Victim Services
Coordinator provided services strictly to victims whose offenders were on probation. In
1990, the Departmentexpanded the original pilotproject, through grantfunds, to Richland
and lGrshaw counties.
The grant programs were renewed in 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994, with the goal of
including victims of not only probationers, but of all community corrections offenders.
During trY 93-94, the Departrnent actively pursued statewide implementation of the
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VSICC program and coordinated plans for the funding of four new Victim Sen'ices
Coordinator positions, one each in Greenville, Spartanbtrrg, Lexington and Florence
counties.
Staffof the Department's Office for Victim Services maintain close contact with victim
services representatives on the local, state and national levels, forming communicative
networks to foster better understanding and improved service delivery to victims.
Office of Auafity Jt/Ia nagement
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services
continueditsqualityjourneybyadvancingonseveralfronts. Thestrategicplanningprocess
was initiated, along with an organizational infrastructure to support qualiff implemen-
tation. Teams, trained on the quality philosophy and use of tools, were chartered and
empowered to address the concerns of both internal and external customers.
To provide an integrated system for quality implementation and a singular focus for
the Departmentis future, the agends Executive Management Team (composed of the
Agency Director and the Deputy Directors for the Divisions of Field Services,
Administrative Services, and Paroles and Pardons) and a Strategic Planning Team
analyzedthe Departmentjsmission, anddeveloped a setofvaluesand avisionforthefuture.
During the fiscal year, the Strategic Planning Team prepared for Focus Group meetings,
which would be conducted in the fall of 1994, to gather facts on which to base the
Departmenf,s goals and strategies for its future vision 
- 
simply "to be the best criminal
justice organization in the State of South Carolina."
Once the basic plan for the future is complete, the Departmenf,s goals will be deployed
to individual sections, which will then develop their own supporting goals. A system will
be added to measure the Departmentis progress towards achieving those goals.
To further enhance an already sound quality implementation stratcgr, DPPPS also
strengthened its quality infrastructure. An Executive Steering Group (composed of the
Executive Management Team and the Director of Quality Management) directs quality-
related policy. AQuality Council consists of members of the Strategic PlanningTeam and
two employees 
- 
who are neither supervisors nor managers 
-from each of the agenqy'sthree divisions. The Quality Council is charged with executing the policy, making
recommendations for quality initiatives and overseeing the implementation process.
In addition, the Department made plans to designate Quality Focal Points in each of
the agency's six regions throughout the state. The Quality Focal Points, to be designated
in earlyFYg4-95, will assistRegional Directorsin quality-relatedmatters, conducttraining
classes, serve as team facilitators and, in general, assist the Quality Council.
cEeams
A strengthened reliance on quality management principles has led to a renewed
emphasis on improving work processes through teams.
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Agent
performance
Achievement
Sqstem
(ApAS)
Andrews, Pat
Bergeron, Renee
Boyd-Johnson,
Patrice
Copeland, Tommy
Grant, Rhonda
Hyde, Ann
Laney, Steve
Langehans, Pete
Teague, Kay
During FY 93-94, the Division of Paroles and Pardons completed its first venture into
the use of quality teams to examine and improve work processes. Before their first meeting,
team memb ers (Figure3) received training on team skills. They then established ground
rules and developed an action plan, which provided an outline of how the team would
address its assigned goals and the resources it would need. The team also discussed
operational definitions of the various elements of the parole process, thus ensuring that
definitions were clear, consistent and understood. Once it had collected data, the team
analyzed it, developed flow charts and identified root causes of problems.
Then came the development of solutions. The team concentrated on the goal of reducing
time wasted by staff, eliminating unnecessary paperwork and simplifring complex
procedures. They studied areas needing improvement in investigations and case
summaries, and submitted recommendations on ways to make such improvements happen.
The Division of Field Services chartered a team to find a better way of compensating
those Probation/Parole Agents whohavebecome increasingly skilled in theirjobs,buthave
not yet been promoted to supervisor. Known as the Agent Performance Achievement
System (APAS) Quality Management Team (Figure 3), the team began the process of
examining altematives for career advancement.
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They found that job performance and longevity are the most frequent factors used in
careeradvancementsysteme. Asaresult,theteamagreedthatperformance-basedtraining
could be used in this system, and it set out to develop a structured training plan, with
the requirement that certain criteria be successfully met prior to advancement from level
to level within the hierarchy. Agents could advance through the hierarchy based on their
job performanoe, successful completion of skill-based training and demonstration of
proficiency in job skill in which they have been hained.
By the end ofthe fiscal year, the AP.dS team had developed the system, proposed salary
ranges for each classification based on regearch obtained from other states, and developed
training components and methods to evaluate progression through the hierarchy based
on identified criteria. the final presentation to agenry management was scheduled.
A team from the agenqy's Florence County office (Figutu 3) also completed work it had
begrgr during the previous fiscal year. This team demonstrated a unique method of selecting
a team project. The team, whose members had been selected ftom all levels within the
county office, was asked to select its own process for improvement. Following several initial
meetings and training on the use of quality principles and tools, the team chose to analyze
the court process in Florence County. All the team members felt that court process was
an important topic, since the ability of office personnel to accomplish their work was
severely impacted during each term of General Sessions court.
The team devised a problem statement and established an action plan. Once their initial
plans were presented to and approved by the steering committee, the team began its work.
As part of their problem-solving process, the Florence County team created flow charts,
interviewed their customers (including prosecutors and judges) and studied local court
procedures in other counties.
Their efforts resulted in a new, improved court process for the Florence County office.
The team's recommendations were accepted with only minor adjustments.
@tstomer *nrice
To improve processes for internal customers, the agends Spartanburg County office
formed an interoffrce improvement team (Figure 3). The objective of this team was to
develop plansto enhance staffcommunication skills andparticipation, aswell as to enhance
team-building activities. Team members were charged with:
a Defining problems within the office and developing recommended
solutions;
O Making recommendations for a closer network within the offrce;
O Developing ideas to promote staff participation and unity; and
O Making suggestions to increase office productiorlwork flow processes.
As a result of their efforts, team members improved administrative services, including
offrce typing priorities, staff car scheduling, vehicle parking shortages, expense voucher
handling and other processes.
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Focusing on external customers, the agenqy's Office for Victim Services continued
achieving customer serwice innovations based on Victim Feedback Questionnaires. The
suney form, which is completed by victims, asks for comments on the assistance and
information provided by the Office for Victim Services, as well as by the courts and the
local solicitols office. The information gathered is used primarily to assess services offered
to crime victims. Feedback is also used to alter or enhance senrice provisions in the areas
of victim notification, referrals to community resources, monitoring restitution pa5rments,
collectingVictim ImpactStatements, and involvingvictimsin theviolation hearingprocess
whenever an offender allegedly violates the conditions of community supervision.
Other teams formed during the fiscal year include the Quality TrainingTeam, charged
with reviewing and improving all of the Departmenf,s training initiatives; a Pre-Trial
Services Team, which will focus on developing a point system for pre-trial release; and
ateamtoaddresstheagendscontinuingworkwithvictimsin the areaofdomesticviolence.
Juture Directiots ln Qualitg
During the fiscal year, the Department demonstrated its resolve to continue the quality
journey. The agency hired a new Director of Quality Management whose backgrowrd
included significant quality-related experience, as well as teaching experience in the quality
philosophy, group and team dynamics, the problem-solving process, and the use of quality
tools.
With the formulation of teams to develop the agency's strategic plan, quality training
plan and a comprehen sive measurement system, the Department continues movingtoward
the goal ofdevelopingan integratedquality system-asystemwhich focuses on addressing
customer needs and process improvements, and that incorporates and builds upon the
agends mission, values and vision for the future. (DPPPS'Mission Statem,ents are listed
in Appendix I, poge 75.)
Staff l?ecqnitiot
DPPPS continued its efforts to recognize employees. Employees are eligible for monthly
nominations to the Wln's Wln : In Rzcognition of Outstanding Achicuement program. (See
Figure 4.) Names ofemployees sele ctedforWlw's WDo are published in the agends monthly
newsletter, NEWSLINE, in addition to being posted on bulletin boards throughout the
agency's Central Offrce in Columbia.
NEWSLINE also provides aforumforrecognizing Probation/ParoleAgents whose work
has been outstanding. In a regular column entitled On Target, agents are cited for their
achievements in the area of offender supervision. (See Figure 5, poge 19, for alist of agents
recogniztd for superuisinn surcess during Fy 93-%.)
I
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Who'sWho
Kecoq niztnq a uBtunding /lchievernent
FBure 4
Adams, Mary Ann
Aken, Harold
Aken,l]m
Alston, Lisa
Alston, Vincent
Anderson County
Staff
Andrews, Patricia
Arledge, Debbie
Bailey, Jane
Ballen, Gerald
Baylock, Val
Benson, Van
Bishop, Susan
Black, Gerald
Blackburn, Bill
Bowen, Pat
Boyce, James
Brewington, Bill
Bridges, Michael
Bright, Tim
Brown, Angela
Brown, Craig
Bryant, Betty
Bunch, Randy
Burke, Frank
Callaway, Diane
Camp, Robby
Carter, Bob
Cash, Anna
Cherokee County
Staff
Childress, Mark
Chrisley, Ron
Cockrell, Judy
Cogdill, Jetf
Collins, Danell
Collins, Mitchell
Cook, Jay
Cooley, Faye
Cooper, Cheryl
Cummings, Alfred
Davidson, Shirley
Denick, Will
Fiscal Year 1993-94
Dbkson-Phillips,
Dedra
Dill, Lee
Dodd, Ben
Dunaway, Cheryl
Edwards, Collis
Erwin, Sonny
Evans, Roy
Ford, Ed
Fordham, Doug
Frazier, Keith
Gambrell, Chad
Garrison, Leroy
Gordon. Blake
Gordon, Derrick
Gough, Ron
Grant, Kevin
Green. Mike
Greenville County
Statf
Greenwood County
Staff
Guedalia, Catherine
Guthrie, Luke
Haltiwanger, Terry
Harbin. Andrea
Harrelson, Pam
Harris, James
Henderson, Bobby
Hinds, John
Hunnicutt, Ellen
Hunter, Valerie
Hutto, John
Jaclson, Mike
Jefferson, Wesley
Jones. Babette
Jones, Barbara
Jones, Jesse
Jordan, Chuck
Keels, Curtis
Keith, Linda
Kelley, Thomas
Kimmons, Warren
Kinard, Sandy
King, Tara
Lambert, Kay
Lancaster. Debra
Laney, Mike
Langehans, Pete
Lee, Danny
Lightsey, Thomas
Lowery, Thomas
Lyles-Bailey, Ruth
Makhuli-Magee,
Cecile
Marion C,ounty Staff
Marshall, Suzanne
Madin, Constance
Madinez, Raquel
Mayo, Eddie
McKinney, Claudia
McLeod, Linda
McMillan, Angie
Michaels, Charles
Mitchell. Robert
Moldenhauer, Lynne
Moorer, Tammy
Morris, Sue
Mosel Betty
Murdaugh, Doug
Nathaniel, Bertha
Nelson, Larry
Norton, Blake
Oconee County Staff
Osborne, Steve
Outen, Lon
Owens, Roben
Parket Marie
Patrick, Luther
Peek, John
Perazzo, Marina
Pickens County Staff
Pilkington, Wendy
Pitlman, Jan
Plemmons, Ann
Potter, Chris
Ray, Mitchell
Ray, Phil
Redick. Susan
Register, Stuart
Rentiers, Don
Rbhland County
Stafl
Rivers, Jerry
Rollings, Todd
Rowell. Pat
Sample, Thomas
Sheriff, Ben
Shick, Thomas
Simmons, Mark
Sims, Jamesetta
Slice, Tim
Smith, Cindy
Smith, Jackie
Smoak, Tlm
Snipes, Dan
Stepp, Chris
Stepp, Donald
Stepp, Ronald
Subel Tommy
Swank, Ed
TaylorPraytor,
Tonzia
Thomas, Wayne
Thompson, Tony
Truitt, Wendy
Wagner, Ken
Wahrer. David
Ware, Sheila
Weathersbee, Teddy
Weeks, Robbie
Whetstone, Melody
White. Forresl
Wier, C.W., lll
Wilson, Annette
Wilson, Bennie
Wilson, Howard
Wilson, Jacob
Wood, Joe
Wright, Barbara
Zahler, Eddie
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Adams, MaryAnn
Albert, Jo€
Alston, Vincent
Anderson, ttielissa
Bright, Timothy
Bunch, Randy
Callan, Scotty
Camp, Robbie
Cannon, Clayton
Collier. Neil
Collins, Darrell
Cooper, Cheryl
Cribb, Drayne
Cummings, Geraldine
Davidson, Shirley
Davis, Donna
English, Monnie
Erwin, Sonny
Foxworth, Randy
Frazier. Keith
Gordon, Blake
Graves. Merritt
Green, Michasl
Hendrix, Daniel
Hood, Emily
Hopkins, Schwann
Hudson, Dawn
Hyder, Steve
Jordan, Charles
Kennedy, Hal
Lance, Norman
Lepley,lvblissa
Loskill, Richard
Marshall, Suzanne
lvlcGee, Betty
Mitchum, Denise
Murdaugh, John
Orens, Robert
Powers, Stewart
Reed. Eric
Rollings, Todd
Rowell, Patrick
Salley, Todd
Sample, Thomas
Fiscal Year 1993-94
Sanders. Lillie
Szunders, Larry
Scotl, Michael
Sears, Phillip
Shick, Thomas
Sims, Jamesetta
Singletary, Tony
Slice, Tim
Smith. John
Smith, Robbie
Smoak, Timothy
Stswart, Gregory
Swank, Ed
Ware, Sheila
Washington, Daryl
Washington, Jonathan
Weathersbee, Theodore
Wells, Chris
White, Forrest
White. Stuart
Office of Public gnformation
Mministrated by the Director of Public Information, the Office of Public Information
acts to enhance the public's understanding of the Departmentis mission, operations and
responsibilities. The Office's efforts focus on keeping the various publics informed ofDPPPS
activities and issues, with special attention given to providing accurate and timely
responses to local, state and national media inquiries.
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the Office was staffed by the Director and Assistant Director
of Public Information.
Public Information staff worked closely throughout the fiscal year with key DPPPS
administrators in producing effective and appropriate publications detailing Departmental
program initiatives, successes and goals.
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The Office of Public Information issued numerous media releases on the agency's
programmatic efforts and staffachievements, as well as media announcements regarding
Board of Paroles and Pardons meetings and hearings. In its role of responding to public
and media inquiries, the Office handled an average of 100 telephone inquiries per month,
and responded to over 15 written Freedom of Information Act requests.
Office staffalso coordinated media attendance at numerous parole and pardon hearings,
and assisted staff with broadcast and print media interviews across the state.
The Office of Public Information continued its proactive approach to public information
efforts, including direct contact with media representatives and Department freld offices,
as well as providing direction and assistance to DPPPS staffmembers giving presentations
to community groups. Staff also worked with the S.C. Department of Public Safety in
creatingand producingan informative video on the Department'snew Community Control
Center.
The Office produced several regular publications 
- 
a monthly newsletter, entitled
NEWSLIND; a quarterly statistical publication, InfoGram; a bimonthly Media Sumrnory;
a monthly Agency Overview; and the Departmenf,s Annual Report. The Office also
developed a new brochure describing the Probation/Parole Agent position; updated
materials for the VolunteerAntern Services Program; began the creation of new brochures
for the Office of Victim Services and to promote the employment of offenders under the
agency's supervision; and designed a number of easily-updated handouts on specific
programmatic efforts.
The Office of Public Information also pursued additional avenues to pmmote the
Department on various levels. Working with DPPPS staff, the Office assisted with a
number of drop-ins and open houses; career days on the high school and collegiate level;
and departmental displays at several regional and state conferences. Office staff also
provided training in public information, public relations and public speaking to DPPPS
Agent Basic Training Classes, Agent in Charge orientation groups, and to the Palmetto
Probation and Parole Institute of the University of South Carolina.
Otfice of Cegal *wica
Administratedbythe Chiefl,egal Counsel, the Offi ce oflegal Servicesrepresents DPPPS
in all legal matters that may arise during the daily operations of the Department, and
represents the agenry in litigation and at administrative hearings. The Offrce interprets
policies and advises management on policy questions and operating problems having legal
implications to the Department. The Office of Legal Services reviews requests for proposals
and contracts; analyzes proposed legislation relating to the Department; conducts special
investigations; and provides training on legal matters to agency staff.
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Cegislation, approved during Tiscal Ueu 1993-9rt,
related b the Department anrd
to probdion, parole and pardon issuq
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, several significant pieces of legislation impacting the
Department were passed by the S.C. General Assembly.
Act 286 amended the 1976 S.C. Code of laws by adding Section ?/L-2L-615, so as to
provide that the Board of Paroles and Pardons may not review the case of a prisoner
convicted of a capital ofrense to determine eligibility for the benefits during the month of
December.
Act 34:l snended Sectbn 17-1&90 ol the 1976 Code ol Laws, relating to the sen'ice
of criminal process on Sunday, so as to provide that crirninal process may be sen'ed on
Sunday for all crimes 
- 
felonies and misdemeanors alike.
Act 497, Approprlatbns Ac{, Part ll, Sectlon 112, amended Chapter 3, Tltb 23 of the
1976 Code ol Laws by adding Article 7, so as to create a sex-offender registry requiring
South Carolina residents who have been convicted ofcertain sex offenses, or other offenses,
to register with the sheriff of the county in which they reside. This legislation provides
for certain notification requirements on the part of the Department.
Act5(Eamended Sectlon2S2l-S20of the 1976Codeof Laws, relatingto Pre-Sentence
Investigations (PSIs) of criminal suspects, so as to provide for the manner in which the
defendant may waive the PSI in pleading Sdlty or nolo contendere. This legislation also
amended Section 24-2I-530 relating to PSIs, so as to allow waiver pursuant to Section 24
2L-520.
Sp ecial P roiecE Qwrdinator
The primary role of the Department s Special Projects Coordinator is to provide direct
assistance to the agends Divisional Managers in project planning, problem solving, team
facilitation and quality-related training. During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the Special Projects
Coordinator worked closely with key Department staffin the planning and implementation
of provisions of the Comprehensive Community Control System, including the
implementation of a statewide Pre-Sentence Investigation process and the construction
and operation of the state's first Community Control Center.
flnternal Auditor
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the Internal Auditor performed a systematic analysis and
evaluation ofthe methods and procedures used in various county offices within the Division
of Field Services. Efforts focused on the development ofmethods to consolidate, automate
or eliminate tasks.
Budgetconstraints, agency expansion and effortstowardcontinuousimprovementhave
dictated an ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness of Departmental work methods.
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CARI"A J. SIVIALLS
Deputq Director
Overseen by the Deputy Director for Paroles and Pardons, the Division of Paroles and
Pardons consists of three Divisional Managers and 46 employees. The Division's primary
functions are to compile the necessary information for use by the Board of Paroles and
Pardons in its decision-making process and to ensure that all approved individuals are
released to DPPPS supervision, consistent with the state statutes of the various release
programs.
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the Division was extensively involved in reviewing and
updating the procedures used in collecting information and releasing inmates. Plans for
the next fiscal year include the continuation of these efforts, as well as modification of
procedures, as necessary, with emphasis on the automation of the parole process.
P atole Examindion Sedion
The Parole Examination Section is responsible for conducting initial and final parole
interviews and preparing necessary information for presentation to the Parole Board for
use in the Board's decision-making process.
Iocated at various S.C. Department of Corections (SCDC) institutions across the state,
DPPPS Parole Examiners conduct interviews of inmates at the 33 SCDC institutions,
various designated facilities, and city and county jails. Parole Examiners ensure all
approved inmates are released in a timely manner, consistent with criteria established
for the various release programs. In addition, they obtain information for staff of the
agenqy's Division of Field Services upon request.
ParoleExaminersarealsoresponsibleforprovidingstaffandassistanceatthe60 Parole
Board hearings, 50 Youthful Offender Act ffOA) Review Board meetings and 50 YOA
Revocation Board hearings held each year.
Also assigned to the Parole Examination Section are Word Processing and Case
Coordination. Word Processing is responsible for typing over 5,000 case summaries which
are used by the Parole Board, as well as other related correspondence. Case Coordination
is responsible for reviewing each completed parole case summary prior to Parole Board
meetings, to ensure that case summaries are complete and that information contained in
the summaries is accurate. If additional information on a particular case is needed, this
section coordinates with the appropriate personnel to ensure inclusion of such information
in the summary before the inmate is considered for parole.
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Qase Scheduling
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, C ase Scheduling provided staff support for over 60 hearings
by the Board of Paroles and Pardons. This section is responsible for the scheduling ofParole
Board hearings, in addition to ensuring that the c,ases presented to the Board for review
are assembled correctly and that each Board member receives the material for review in
a timely manner.
Additionally, Case Scheduling types and distributes all release certificates and sends
out all legal notifications, consistent with state statute.
lhe Case Scheduling section creates over 5,000 pamle summary packets each year for
use by Parole Examiners in initiating the parole prooess and by Field Services Division
staffin the preparation of pre-parole investigations. Case Scheduling also ensures that,
prior to each inmate's release to community supervision, the inmate has met all mandated
conditions for release.
patoles and pardons programs
The Paroles and Pardons Programs section is responsible for the Youthful Offender Act
(YOA) process; Supervised Furlough I and II (SF I and SF II) and Shock Incarceration
releases; Addictions Tleatment Unit processing; the pardon process; tracking parole and
pardon cases; and typing parole and pardon hearing notifrcation letters which are sent
to victims, sheriffs, solicitors and clerks of court.
DuringFiscalYear 1993-94, staffofParolesandPardons Programsgeneratedan average
of 2,500 notification letters each month. The section conducted 50 YOA Revocation
Hearings and 50 YOA Conditional Release meetings. Additionally, 200 pardon applications
were processed, and more than 300 inmates were placed in the Addictions Tbeatment Unit
program. Staffassistedinthereleaseofmorethanl,0O0SFl,SFllandShocklncarceration
inmates and more than 1,000 YOA inmates from the S.C. Department of Corrections.
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RICIIARD P. STR,OI(ER
Deputq Director
Within the S.C. Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services, the Division of
Field Services is responsible for the supervision of criminal offenders that have been placed
in the community under a variety of mechanisms. The division provides supervision to
those offenders who are sentenced to a period of probation by the state's Circuit Courts,
to offenders who are placed on parole by the S.C. Board of Paroles and Pardons, and to
those offenders released from incarceration to community supervision under various
supervision programs.
The Field Services Division is also responsible for the production of reports that are
utilized, for a variety of purposes, by Circuit Court judges, the Parole Board, solicitors,
defense attorneys, and officials in other states. These reports include pre-sentence, pre-
parole, pardon and Interstate Compact investigations.
Mditionally, the Division over€ees certain residential programs; specialized inten'en-
tion efforts; the agency's Public Seruice Employment program; Volunteer/Intern Services;
the handling of Interstate Compact matters; the Department's administrative hearings
process; specialized planning and evaluation functions; the development of employment
opportunities for offenders under the agency's superwision; and drug testing and electronic
monitoring of certain offenders.
The Division of Field Services is composed of offrces in each of the state's 46 counties,
with each county office under the supervision of an Agent in Charge. County offrces are
overseen by six Regional Directors, with each Regional Director having specialized staff
to assist them in meeting their responsibilities.
Ttre Assistant Deputy Director for Field Services, located in the agends Central Office
in Columbia, oversees the Regional Directors. Other Field Services Division sections which
are housed in the Central Offrce are Specialized Field Services, Interstate Compact, the
Administrative Hearings Office, and Field Services Planning and Evaluation.
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the Staff Development and Tlaining Section was also a
part of the Field Services Division. This section was transfened to the Executive Division
at the end ofthe fiscal year.
Each section within the Field Services Division is supervised by a Chief. The entire
division is overseen by the Deputy Director for Field Services, who also works out of the
Central OfEce.
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llilititl
Figure 6
Supervision Actuities
of Active Offenders
Year End, Fiscal Year 199&94
Probation .29,482
Parole ...4,4U
YOA Conditbnal Release ................ ......2,695
Intensive Probation ...2,5U
lntensive Parole ......731
Supervised Furlough ll ................ .........473
Supervised Furlough | ................. ........109
Emergency Powers Act (EPA) ll ................ .............9
EmergencyPowersAct(EPA)1................. ............4
QotutA and Xteg ional 7 ield O p er atiotts
The Department's major goal has been, and continues to be, helping each offender to
succeedunder community supervision by selectivelyinterveningtoreducethe chancesthat
hdshe will commit a new offense. Meaningful supervision cannot occur without a strong
emphasis on progress. (See Figures 6 and 7 for superuisinn actiuitics and, offendcr
ppulntbn informati.on during Fiscal Year 1993-94.)
The Field Services Division provides supervision to offenders through Probation/Parole
Agents in each county office. For each offender under DPPPS supervision, the agent
develops and implements an individualized supervision plan. This plan begins with a
comprehensive assessment of the offendey's strengths 
- 
which have the potential to
enhancethelikelihoodofsuccessundersupervision. Theagentalsoidentifiesthosebarriers
or liabilities which may impede the offendey's successful completion of supervision, and
employs strategies toward the goal of addressing these identified barriers. Available to
the agent is a full range of tools and techniques to accomplish these strategies, including:
O Providing referrals to service organizations with expertise in addressing
the offendefs needs;
a One-on-one interaction between the agent and the offender;
0 The use of drug testing;
O Agent-imposed restrictions; and, when necessary,
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a Mdressing and responding to offender violations by presenting them
before the sentencing or releasing authority. (See Appendi^x II, poge 76,
"Probatbn & Parole Violatinn Pruess.")
Probation/Parole Agents also conduct investigations in the field pertaining to violations
of the conditions of supervision, and provide information to the Court or Board for use in
the deliberation of probation, parole and pardon matters (Figute 8).
The Division of Field Services operates a range of programs mandated under the
Omnibus Criminal Justice Improvements Act of 1986, providing sentencing options to the
court and special conditions ofsupervision for specified offenders.
During FY 93-94, the Division of Field Services was extensively involved in the
implementation of the major components of the Comprehensive Community Control
System, established by the General Assembly in 1993, with implementation designated
for FY g3-g4. The Division's mqjor efforts included the development of a statewide Pre-
Sentence Investigation initiative, the creation of South Carolina's first Community Control
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Center as a front-end sentencing option, and the establishment of a method allowing for
the terrirination of probation cases once specified financial obligations have been met.
Also during the fiscal year, the Division made significant progress in the areas of
classifringandsupervisinghigh-riskoffenders. TheStructuredCaseloadsinitiative,which
will be fully implemented on a statewide basis during FY g4-95, was developed to limit
caseload sizes to 75 cases per agent for those agents supervising offenders who appear
to pose a higher risk of failing while under community supervision. Implementation of
Structured Caseloads was accomplished in many county offrces during FY 93-94.
For lower-risk cases, the Division began the development of Senrice Centers. the Service
Center pnogram involves group reporting techniques and is designed to allow the agency
to best utilize available resources. Service Centers in Greenville and Lexington counties
were scheduled to open during FY 94-95.
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P rc- Sentence I nv etig atio ns
The Comprehensive Community Control System (CCCS) legislation mandated that the
Department complete a Pre-sentence Investigation (PSD on any defendant whose offense
carriesamaximum sentenceofSto 15years. Mditional PSlsmaybeinitiatedattherequest
of General Sessions judges or solicitors. These investigations provide relevant information
to aesist the Court in imposing appropriate sentences that maximize use of sanctions
available to the Department During Fiscal Year 1993-94, the agency prepared 4,927 PSIs
on defendants who were then sentenced by the Court after a review of the investigation
reports. An additional 3,36? investigations were completed on defendants awaiting
sentencing at the end of the fiscal year (Figtre 8).
As a result of fte CCCS legislation, a new sentencing alternative was made available
to the Cogrt. Entitled Probation Termination Upon Payment (PTUP), this alternative
enables judges to sentence a defendant to a term of probation which may be terminated
when Court-ordered fines or restitution are paid in full. During FY 93-94, the Court
sentenced 1,639 defendants to this alternative.
Home Detention
With the goal of lessening the likelihood of future criminal acts, the Home Detention
sanction restricts the offender to his/her residence exceptfor periods ofapproved activity.
Verification of offender compliance is accomplished through random agent contacts during
the hours ofrestricted activity. Duringthe 1993-94 fiscal year, 2,738 offenders were placed
under this sanction. At the end of the fiscal year, 1,871 offenders were active on Home
Detention (Fig.re 9).
Electronic llonibring
Electronic Monitoring utilizes state-of-the art technolog to verifr an offendels
compliance with an established curfew, which has been developed to restrict the
individual's activities in such a way as to lessen his/her likelihood of future criminal con'
duct. Each offender under the Electronic Monitoring sanction wears a transmitter attached
to his/her ankle by a tamper-proof strap. The offendels activity (entering or leaving hid
her residence) is monitored by equipment connected to the home phone line, which
transmits a record of the activity to a main computer located in Columbia. 1he recorded
activity is faxed to the supervising agent on a daily basis.
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, UO offenders were placed on Electronic Monitoring. At
the end of the fiscal year, 184 offenders were being supervised under this sanction. (See
Figure 9.)
If ocational and Employment p rog ram
The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services holds the belief that
employment plays a vital role in the rehabilitation of offenders and in their reintegration
backintothecommunity. Therefore, duringFiscalYear 1993-94,the Departmentincreased
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Actue Cffenders
in Special Conditions
Flure 9
Efectronlc 48
llonltorlng
184
Restltution
132
llome
Detentlon
1
Total tn
Special
Conditions 
- 
8,839
Year End, Fiscal Year 199&94
Communlty
Control Center
I
its efforts to assist unemployed offenders find work. Specifically, the agency utilized a
new Job and Health Fair initiative, in which large numbers of offenders and prospective
employers are brought together to meet and evaluate each other. DPPPS conducted Job
and Health Fairs for offenders in six counties during the fiscal year. Representatives from
service-related agencies and educational institutions were also on hand at each Job and
Health Fair to provide assistance and answer offenders' questions. The Department is
the only agency in the nation to utilize the job fair format to promote offender employmenL
The agency also developed and implemented a program entitled SCORE (Sponsor
Citizensto OfferRecoveryand Ethics) to promote church sponsorshipsforformer criminals
under the Departmenf,s supervision. The intent of SCORE is to provide offenders, through
church involvement, the insight and counseling they need to overcome criminal pasts.
Through SCORE, the participating church and the offender enter into a three-week trial
assessment period. Barring major differences, the church may elect to continue the
sponsorship for up to one year. SCORE made its debut in Allendale County during FY
93-94, and the Department began plans for future expansion of the program.
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Office of SpcializedJield *wices
The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services' Office of Specialized Field
Services is responsible for the development and implementation of intervention services,
residential services, the Public Service Employment (PSE) program, the Stayin'Straight
initiative and the VolunteerAntern Services Progtam. The objective of Specialized Field
Services is the development of services and prtgrams for Probation/?arole Agents to use
in addressing offenders' strengths and liabilities, so as to help offenders successfully
complete supervision. To that end, the Offrce of Specialized Field Services has developed
programs to:
O Assist agents through the use of volunteers and interns;
a Hold offenders accountable through the PSE sanction;
O Provide residential seryices within the Community Control Center for
those offenders who have high risks and needs;
a Collect fines, fees and monetary restitution through Restitution
Centers:
O Provide day-reporting services for offenders with significant drug
problems; and
O Provide transitional living arrangements for offenders returning to the
community from more restrictive settings.
In addition, the Office of Specialized Field Services has focused on the design and
development ofnew strategies to address those offenders who pose a high risk of recidivism
and whohave demonstratedhigh needs. The focus ofthese strategieshasbeen the provision
of services within DPPPS county offrces, so offenders can receive appropriate attention
withouthaving to be referred to external agencies. During Fiscal Year 1993-94, plans were
developed and grants were submitted, with implementation of these strategies scheduled
for the following fiscal year.
Gommunity Qontrol Qenter
As part of the Comprehensive Community Control System, a 48-bed facility was opened
during Fiscal Year 1993-94 at the S.C. Department of Correction's (SCDC) Coastal Work
Center in Charleston. A building was renovated for administrative and program space,
and a new facility was constructed to house the residents.
The Community Control Centeris designedto provide rehabilitative servicesto offenders
with high needs through a regimented and disciplined format. Strictly for nonviolent
offenders, the Community Control Center is a direct sentencing alternative provided to
the Court through Pre-Sentence Investigation report recommendations.
The Community Control Center opened in January 1994 with three residents. Through
the end of the fiscal year, 59 offenders had been admitted to the Center. Of those, eight
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graduated. Seven were discharged (one for medical reasons, two for absconding and four
for unsuccessful completion of the program). All of the unsuccessful cases were returned
to Court and subsequently incarcerated. (See Figure g, Wge 29, for offendcrs actiue in tlw
Community Control Center sanctinn ot tfu end of tlrc fiscal year.)
The staff of the Community Control Center represent a cooperative efrort of state
agencies. DPPPS established contracts with SCDC to ensure security and food services;
with the S.C. Department of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Services and the S.C.
Department ofVocational Rehabilitation to provide clinical services; with the Charleston
County School District to provide a teacher; and with the S.C. Department of Parks,
Recreation andTourism to ensure that a Public Service Employment work site is available
for residents. The S.C. Department of Health and Environmental Control has provided
screening for communicable diseases.
Stagin' Straig ht P rogram
Stayin' Straight is an intensive outpatient /day-reporting program designed to provide
a holistic treatment approach to high-risk, substance-abusing offenders within Richland
and Lexington counties. DPPPS operates Stayin' Straight through a cooperative effort
with the S.C. Department ofVocational Rehabilitation and the S.C. Department ofAlcohol
and Other Drug Abuse Services.
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, funding for Stayin' Straight was provided by the fourth
ofafour-yeargpntfrom the Departmentof Health and Human Servicesthrough the Center
for Substance Abuse Tleatment. Anticipating the cessation of grant monies in August
1994, DPPPS made plans to continue operating the proglam.
Stayin'Straight screened 557 offenders during the fiscal year, accepting 160 into fte
program. Those offenders not accepted were referred to other local programs designed
to meet their specific needs. Ofthose accepted into Stayin'Straight, 35 dropped out during
the assessment process, 44 were terminated for noncompliance and 59 successfully
completed both the intensive and aftercare phases of the program. TVenty-two cases
remained active at the end of the fiscal year.
Of the 125 offenders who progressed beyond the assessment, approximately 59 were
employed at the close of FY 93-94. Forty-four ofthose were earning an average $5.50hourly
wage. All totaled, working a 40-hour work week for a whole year, it was anticipated that
these offenders would contribute $86,191 in FICA, federal and state taxes.
Retitution Genters
Since the November 1987 initiation ofthe Restitution Center program, the Department's
two Centers (in Columbia and Spartanburg) have admitted 1,839 offenders. Dwing Fiscal
Year 1993-94,259 residents successfully completed the progtam . (See Figure 9, page 29,
for offendzrs parti.cipating in the Restituti.on Center Program, as well as othpr specinl
conditions, at the end of the fiscol year.)
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Offenders ordered to the Restitution Center program live at one of the Centers for three
to six months while maintaining employment in the community and participating in life
skillsprograms. Residents'wages(Figure10)arcappliedtowardthepaymentofrestitution
to the victims of their crimes, as well as fines and court-ordered child support (Figutw 11
€r 12).
During FY 93-94, restitution paid by offenders participating in the Restitution Center
program increased by 42 percent over that paid during FY 92-93.
iWaqes Earned
i gi Offenders at Kestitution Centers
FEur€ 10
i:::ii:$.1
Jive ljear Total
Offender Waqes $3,696,301
FY 91-92
$964,745
$804,592
$688,44d1 $ffi,209
$594,312
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Kestitutton Faid
6a Offenders at Kestitution Centers
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Figure 12
brception thmugh Fiscal Year 199&94
Offenderwages .............. $3,696,301
Restitution paid ........... .... 1,054,757
Fines pakl 318,62
Federalta<es paid 265,667
FICA paid 209,402
State taxes pakJ ........... .......125,220
Child support paid .56,390
Druq Deterrence and fldentification Prolect
In an effort to identifr offenders who are using illicit drugs, Probation/Parole Agents
conduct regular, on site urinalysis screening of offenders. Test results help the agents pro-
actively intervene and refer for treatment those offenders determined to be using illicit
druge. During Fiscal Year 1993-94, agents conducted 10,903 individual tests on 4,675
offenders (Figure 13).
Urinalqsis
Kesults
Figure 13
Fiscal Year 1993-9{
CIlenders tested.................... 4,675
.Testing sessions .................. 6,1 48
. Individual tests ................... 1 0,903
'Eadr indiviJual oflend€r may have
more than one leslhg sessim;
eadr tesling sessbn may onsi$ ol leds
for more lhan orn drug.
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P ub Ac * rry icc E mp lu1 me nt
The DPPPS Public Service Employment (PSE) program places offenders in unpaid
positions with nonprofit or tax-support agencies, as a condition of probation or parole, to
perform a specified number of work hours (not to exceed 500) during a given time period.
At the end ofFiscal Year 1993-94, the Departmenthad 944 certified work sites statewide.
A total of 5,893 offenders were admitted to the program during the fiscal year. Offenders
performed 6?1,802 PSE work hours during the fiscal year, representing a cost savings to
the work sites of $2,855,158, figured at minimum wage. (See Figure 14 for an ouensicw
of cost souings and PSE lnurs worked during W 93-94, as well as for th.e previous four
fixal years.)
F ub lic Se rv ice A,n p lo 14 rne nt
Proqrarn /lCivitr4
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Since the 1986 inception of Public Service Employment, offenders have performed
4,889,702 work hours, representing a cost savings to citizens of $18,751,605. (See Figure
15 for offenders ac'tiue in the PSE program during each month of FY 93-94; see also Figure
9, page 29, for offenders adiue in PSE and. other specinl conditians at the end of the fiscal
year.)
tr ansit ional Civing Sert ices
The Department provides transitional living services for offenders returning to the local
community from a more restrictive environment. The offenders are given the opportunity
to seek emplo5rment, locate housing and receive assistance for substance abuse, while
making the transition from incarceration to supervision within the community.
During Fiscal Year 1993-94, DPPPS instituted a system which allows offenders to receive
services ranging from basic housing to counseling and emplo5rment services. The
Department contracted with three transitional living service providers to ensure needed
bed space was available for offenders. The Alston Wilkes Society, Killingsworth Home
ofColumbia and the S.C. Department ofAlcohol and Other DrugAbuse Services (DAODAS)
provided the agency with a total of9,312 bed days, at an average cost of$28 per bed day.
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1l olunteer I I nte r n *rtt ices
The Office of VolunteerAntem Services develops and coordinates programs to facilitate
citizen involvement with the Department, including the recruitment and training of
volunteers and interns to augment the agency's existing services. The Office ofVolunteer/
Intern Services also acts to promote the visibility of Departmental programs through
increased public participation and awareness.
The agency's Regional Program Administrators and Regional Program Coordinators
oversee volunteer efrorts in their respective regions. Each county offrce utilizingvolunteers
andinternsdesignatesaVolunteerLiaison, alocal staffmemberresponsiblefor supervising
program participants.
The Volunteer/lntern Services Program provides services to offenders in the areas of
education, job development, personal development and assistance with community
resources, while also placingvolunteer citizens and students in positions to directly assist
agency staff. During Fiscal Year 1993-94, 288 individuals completed the volunteer training
program. These volunteers and interns performed t9,454.25 hours of volunteer work for
the Department. (See Figure 16 for h.ours worked by uolunteers and interns, by regian,
during Fiscal Year 1993-94.)
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The Office of Volunteer/Intern Services also provides high school and college students
throughout the state the opportunity to gain experience in their fields of study, while
providing DPPPS offices with a valuable resource for augmenting staff services.
The Coordinator of VolunteerAntern Services maintains contact with volunteer service
organizations on the national, state and local levels, and participates on committees that
foster and guide South Carolina volunteer programs.
Planning and Evaluation Secf;ion
Throughout Fiscal Year 1993-94, the Field Services Planning and Evaluation Section
worked with Department managers toward developing, implementing and monitoring
several technical assistance and grant requests.
During the fiscal year, the Department was awarded a grant from the State Justice
Institute to develop a comprehensive, in-house training program for the agends
Administrative Hearing Officers. The Department was also awarded technical assistance
in the development of comprehensive training for DPPPS staff in the area of domestic
violence.
flnterstate Qompad
The Interstate Compact for the Supervision of Parolees and Probationers recognizes the
legitimate need ofprobationers and parolees to travel and relocate to other states to improve
their employment and social situations. It also recognizes the need of both the state send-
ing the offender and the state receivinghim/her to continue supervision and control of the
offender.
The Interstate Compact was developed following the enactment of the Federal Crime
Control Act of 1934, which permitted two or more states to enter into agreements (or
compacts) for the cooperative efforts and mutual assistance in the prevention of crime.
Of the 100-plus intergovernmental cooperative agreements now existing in the fields of
law enforcement, mentalhealth, the environmentand otherareas, the Interstate Probation
and Parole Compact was the first to be enacted by all 50 states, the District of Columbia,
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
South Carolina became signatory to the Compact in 1948.
The Compact has proven to be a highly effective tool in controlling the interstate
movement of parolees and probationers, and South Carolina is an active participant (See
Figure 17.)
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Figure 17
Cases sent to other states
Fiscal Year 1993-94
Parolees Probationers
Active Interstate Compact cases
under supervisbn (July 1, 1993) ..... 695 ...".'..".." 1,353
Interstate Compact cases
translened during FY 93-94 .............208 ........."'....'.736
I nterstate Compact cases
released during FY 93-94 ..................79 ..................698
Adive lnterstale Compact cases
under supervision (June 30, 1994) .. 824 ......... ...". 1,391
Cases recetved from other states
Parolees Probationers
Active Interstate Compact cases
under supervision (July 1, 1993) ..... 462 .......'....'.. 1,541
Interstate Compact cases
transfened during FY 93-94 .............260 ............'...'.615
Interstate Compact cases
released during FY 93-94 ................247 .....................................802
Active Interstate Compact cases
under supervision (June 30, 1994) .. 475 ......... ...... 1,354
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Adrninistrative
llearlnqs
Fgwe 18
Emergency
Powers Act (EPA)
8
Supervlsed Furlough
148
Youthful
Offender Act (YOA)
682
Total
4dmintstrat:e
Hearinqs 
- 
8,385
'Administralive Hearings are conduded lor alleged viohtim ol probalbn cases in 28 counlies:
Anderson, Beaulod, &rkeley, Charlestm, Cherokee, Chesler, Colleton, Dalington, Dordrester, Edgefi€H,
Florence, Greenville, Gre€nwmd, Hary, Kershaw, Lancasler, Lzurens, Lexington, Madon, Mc0ormi*,
Oconee, Oangeburg, Pickens, Richhnd, Saluda, Spadanburg, Sumla and York.
Fiscal Year 1993-94
Parole
1
the rldministrdive llearings Office
The Administrative Hearings Office is composed ofnine Hearing Officers who are located
in various DPPPS regional and county offices throughout the state. In addition, the Chief
Hearing Officer and Assistant Chief Hearing Offrcer are located in the Department's
Central Office.
Offenders charged by their supervising agents with violations of the conditions of
supervision are given administrative hearings before a Hearing Officer to determine if
probable cause of a violation exists. If a violation is found, then the Hearing Officer has
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the responsibility of determining which community sanctions should be imposed, or
whether the case should be referred to the Board or the Court for revocation action.
Administrative hearings are conducted statewide for all alleged violations ofparole, early
release and Youthful Offender Act cases. Administrative hearings are also held for alleged
violation ofprobation cases in 28 counties:
Darlington
Dorchester
Edgefield
Florence
Greenville
Greenwood
Horry
Anderson
Beaufort
Berkeley
Charleston
Cherokee
Chester
Colleton
Kershaw
Lancaster
LaurenS
I*xington
Marion
McCormick
Oconee
Orangeburg
Pickens
Richland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
York
Hearings Officers conducted a total of 8,385 administrative hearings during Fiscal Year
1993-94 (Figare 18).
Numerous sanctions may be utilized by Hearing Officers in addressing violations of
supervision. Hearing Officers may impose Home Detention, Electronic Monitoring, Public
Service Employment and restitution, among other special conditions, if a violation is found
to exist. (See "Probation & Parolc Violafinn Prrcess," Appendis II, page 76)
Staff Development and training
The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services holds the belief that its
mission is best carried out by well-trained employees. Through training, employees
develop, maintain, update and apply skills to achieve success in their jobs. Congment
with this vision, the agency's Staff Development and Training section strives to provide
all personnel the opportunity to grow through their participation in quality core training
and career development programs. (See Figure 19 for tlrc Department's state-certifi?n
instru.ctors.)
Staff Development and Training initiatives during Fiscal Year 1993-94 included:
O The use of quality teams to design, develop and revise curriculum.
Team projects included revision of "Winning Team" training to reflect
changes in state governmental structure, Service Center Intake Agent
TYaining, Structured Caseload Training and a course on Coaching
Skills for Supervisors;
0 Implementation of an annual curriculum review process;
O Coordination of a schedule for computer training;
O Revision of Agent and Investigator Field Training Manuals;
a And coordination of a four-hour Legal Topics Teleconference, a core
training program which was broadcast to sites around the state.
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Certified l/olunteer
9nstructors
Figure 19
Alston. Lisa
Ayers, Robert
Barton, Frank
Batson, Jim
Bishop, Diane
Blackburn, Bill
Bookard. Jake
Boyd-Johnson, Patrice
Brew€r, Trudy
Brown, Angie
Brown. Kenneth
Bryan, James
Callaway, Diane
Cartwright, Ruth Ann
Coates, Floyd
Cochran, Michael
Collins. Danell
Copeland, Tommy
Cribb, Jerry
Davidson, Shirley
Davis, Donna
Dodd. Ben
Dominick. Ren€e
Drafts, Danny
Draper, Steve
Driggers, Bill
Ethridge, Dale
Fowler, Andy
Foxworlh, Randy
Frazier. Keith
Gardner, George
Garrick. Todd
Goodson. James
Greene, Beth
Hanpton, Monica
Hannes, Jim
Harman, Jan
Heath. Mark
Hollis, Sleve
Hopkins, Schwann
Jones, Babetle
Jones, Barbara
Kelley, Thomas
King, Tara
Laney, Michael
Langehans, Pete
Lee, Danny
Lee, Gregg
Lee, Michael
Lemoine, Timothy
Martinez, Raquel
McMahan, John
Merolli. Marcell
Mitchell, Robert
Moldenhauer, Lynne
Moorhead, Joyce
Munch, Lisa
Nichols, Mike
Norton, Scott
Osborne, Sleve
Paduhovich, Janet
Paschal, Hardy
Phillips, Davkj
Potter, Chris
Quick, Tammy
Ratliff, Leon
Fiscal Year 1993-94
Ray, Phil
Register, Stuarl
Rivers, Jerry
Roberts, Mike
Rowell, Patrick
Ryan, Sandra
Salley, Todd
Sellers, Clayton
Shick, Dawn
Simpson, Marie
Smart, Steve
Smith, Cindy
Smith, Jackie
Smith, Polly
Smoak.llm
Sparrow, Steve
Stowart, Greg
Strickland, Ed
Stuart. John
Taylor, Drusilla
Truitt, Wendy
Vaught, Antonio
Wagner, Ken
Wahrer, Dave
Ward, Terry
Weinberg, Julien
Wells, Chris
Wibon. Gloria
Wolfe, Jo€
Wright, Curtis
Zachary Tln
TTIOI,IA,S J. CLEARY
Deputq Director
Ifuiman ftlqource ltllanagement
The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services' Human Resource
Management (HRM) program entails the customary and traditional practices ofpersonnel
administration. Human Resource Management serviced the agency through Fiscal Year
1993-94 by providing information and personnel support to 845 employees in specialized
functions such as staffing; classification and compensation; recruitment; employee
relations; records management; training; employee performance; employee intervention;
pre-retirement counseling; poliry formulation; and standard operating procedures for the
administration of the Human Resource Management Program. (See Figure 20J HRM
also maintains files and records on all employees and related material on 901 FTEs.
The agency is an Affirmative Action (AA), Equal Employment OpportuniW (EEO)
employer and administers its human resourse programs consistent with the state Office
of Human Resource guidelines. The Department ranked 1?th among state agencies in
Affirmative Action reporting by meeting 78.6 percent of its affirmative action goals for the
year.
During the fiscal year, DPPPS'Human Resource Management office announced 196
vacancies, and recruited and processed new hires.
The agency received three awards from the state Employee Suggestion Review
Committee 
- 
first, for being a finalist among those middle-sized agencies with the most
employee suggestions; second, for awarding the most money for a medium-sized agency;
and third, for saving the most money among medium-sized agencies.
Stafffrom Human Resources coordinated with a number of organizations to ensure the
Departmenf,s continuing compliance with the mandatory posting of information. Staff
also represented the Department on the state Human Resource Management Committee.
Human Resources staffassisted in the Palmetto Probation and Parole Institute at the
University of South Carolina, and represented the agency at career fairs sponsored by USC
and the USC College ofOriminal Justice. Offrce staffalso worked with the Columbia Urban
Icague,providingleadership and supervision tohigh schoolandjuniorhigh school students
participating in summer employment sponsored by the Jobs Training Partnership Act
(JTPA).
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The Office coordinated with the Department's StaffDevelopment and TYaining (Sm)
section during FY 93-94, to develop and implement various curriculums in training for
agency stafr. Human Resource representatives assisted in training new supervisors and
Agents in Charge and continue to work closely with Sm in coordinating and enhancing
the agency's New Employee Orientation. The office also created a new-hire orientation
booklet to better inform and educate new employees on their benefits.
The Office conductedtrainingforthe Departmenf,sGrievance and EmployeeSuggestion
Review Committees.
Office staffheld two pre-retirement seminar€ during FY 93-94 for agency employees.
One seminar benefited employees in the Columbia area; the other was held for Florence-
anea agency staff. Regional benefits meetings were also conducted throughout the state,
gwing staffthe opportunity to review their benefits during the annual enrollment period.
iir.xi,iiriliii'jxIiiiiiiiii
Hurnan KesoL4rce
Manaqernent Staff
Figure 20
Year End, Fiscal Year 199&94
Human Resource
Management Stalf5 (.6Vo\
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Human Resources staff also conducted numerous classification and compensation
studies and job classification reviews throughout FY 93-94, in an ongoing effort to ensure
that Department positions are appropriately classified. Human Resources reclassified 110
entry-level positionstojourney-level positions; eightAdministrative SpecialistApositions
to Administrative Specialist Bs; 82 Probation/Parole Agent I positions to Agent IIs; and
20 Pre-Sentence Investigation Agent I positions to PSI Agent IIs.
The turnover rate for positions in the Agent Career Track was 7.? percent during the
fiscal year. As a result of turnover and attrition, the internal transfer and promotion rate
within the Agent Career Track was 19 percent. (See Fi4uw 21.)
Human Resource Management assisted in coordinating the agends Employee State
Service Awards.
llnalqsis of
F rob atio n I F aro le lqent
Staff Turnover
F[ure 21
Fiscat Year 1993-94
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Staffrevised various human resource-related forms to increase effi cienry and usefulness.
The Bloodborne Pathogens Control Plan directive was incorporated into the Human
Resource/Personnel directives in the agends Operations Manual.
Additionally, Human Resources enhanced and updated its records and reports. The
office also hired additional staff, from the public and private sectors, whose qualifications
exceed the human resource-related experience requirements for their job classifications.
The Human Resource Director also senred on the DPPPS Agent Performance
Achievement System (APA,S) Quality Management Team.
The Offrce processed daily routine personnel activities, including creating and
establishingnew positions; Employee Performance Management System issues; EEO/AA
tracking and monthly and annual reporting; coordinating employee relations situations;
several internal agency monthly reports; processingpersonnel pay actions; initiatingthe
Department Employee Directory; coordinating annual and sick leave and the Leave
TYansferProgram;spearheadingtheUnitedWayoftheMidlands; coordinatingtheannual
Savings Bond campaign and the Carolina Healthstyles and Good Health Appeals
campaigns; and distributing required information to employees and their dependents
regarding notification of COBRA
Employe Awards
The Office was also instrumental in coordinating the Departmenf,s annual awards.
Based on employee nominations, each of the agency's six regions selects the supen'isor,
agent, secretary and employee who have made the most outstanding contributions to their
regions and to the Department during the past year. Each division within the Central
Office also names a supervisor, secretary and employee of the year.
All regional anddivisional awardrecipientsbecome eligible for statewide awardsin their
respective categories (Figure 22). Statewrde winners are selected by the fuenry Director,
whopresentsthe awards duringannual meetings conductedby each region and the Central
Office.
Ttre Agency Director also honors one county ofhce and one Central Office section which
have demonstrated exceptional leadership, interagency cooperation, innovation and
professionalism during the past year. The Directols County Office of Excellence and
Central Office Section of Excellence Awards (Figure 22) arc presented during the annual
meetings.
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STATE FUNDS
Total: $16,248,706
Fiscal Year 1993-94
EARMARKED
FUNDS
(lntensive Superuision
Fees/Omnibus
Revenues)
Total: $12,286,100
pEt<soNAt.
SEKWCE
w",x;:iE:'
Total ,=-xpendttures:
$2a,902,081
FEDERAL FUNDS:
Operating Expenses = $215,170
personal Service = 9152,105
Total = $367,275
PaUloA
Payroll for the Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services at the end of Fi scal
Year 1993-94 consisted of845 full-time staffpositions, with a personal sen'ice (salary) and
employer contribution (fringe) expenditure of $23,906,301. Other Department operating
expenses totaled $4,995,780. (See Figur 23)
$udgetBinance
The financial management system of the Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon
Servicesis areliable and accurate systemconsistentwith state requirements and sufrcient
to address related agency management needs.
DPPPS is funded by state funds and other revenues. Federal funds are occasionally
used for special projects. A number of other revenue sources have been statutorily
authorized to assist in funding the agends growth.
Probationers and parolees supervised by the Department contribute to the cost of their
supervision by paying a mandatory fee of between $20 and $100 per month, unless
exempted by the Court, Board or a Department official. The Department is allowed to
substitute Public Service Employment for supervision fees, when such substihrtion is
considered to be in the best interest ofthe state and the individual. Supervision fee nevenue
amounted to $3,530,935 for Fiscal Year 1993-94, of which $3,392,298 was depositcd into
the state's general fund and $138,636 was retained by the agency (Figure 24).
During FY 93-94, Supervised Furlough, Emergency Powers Act and Intensive Program
participants were required to pay $10 per week to support program costs, unless such
payment was exempted. This revenue amounted to $483,561 and was retained by the
Department to maintain these programs (Figare 24).
The Omnibus Criminal Justice Improvements Act of 1986 provided for the Department
to retain and expend the Cost ofCourtfees paid by defendants processed through the South
Carolina court system, as well as room and board charges paid by Restitution Center
participants. During FY 93-94, this revenue amountcd to $11,895,314 and was retained
to support the community corrections activity as mandated by law (Figure 24).
Community Corrections Assessments are collected by municipal, magistrate and general
sessions courts (in addition to any fines) to help support community corrections initiatives,
which include programmatic efforts by DPPPS and funds for victim compensation. This
revenue amounted to $6,493,758 during the fiscal year and was deposited into the state's
General Fwl,d(Figure 24). Of fhisrevenue, $5,716,779 was transferred to the state Victim
Compensation Fund and the balance was transferred to the General Fund.
The Board of Parole and Pardons may, as a condition of parole, order offenders to pay
restitutiontothevictimsoftheircrimes. NoneofthesefundsisretainedbytheDepartment.
During FY 93-94, $t72,529 in victim restitution was paid to the agency by offenders for
disbursement to victims.
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Supervlslon Fees
$4&3,561
Supervlslon
Fees
Assessment
$6,493,759
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Fiscal Year 1993-94
Total Jees c0. Assessments:
$22,412,919
Beginning this fiscal year, a pardon application fee of $50 was required to accompany
each pardon application. The fee is retained by the Department and applied towards the
pardon pnocess. For FY 93-94, pardon application fee collections totaled $9,250 (Figure
24).
During the fiscal year, the Department spent $367,275, received from various federal
sources, to support victim assistance, drug testing and dnrg treatment programs.
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procuremqtt
The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services is committed to a public
purchasing pnooess, free of any conflict of interest, whereby supplies and materials are
procured at reasonable costs consistent with the State's Consolidated Procurement Code
and Agency Procurement Policy.
the Procurement Office has established and maintains a system of internal controls
over procurement transactions, while providing management with reasonable assurance
of the intcgrity of the procurement process, that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with
managemenf,s authorization and are recorded properly. Procrrrement records are
automated, to include purchase, inventory and fixed assets.
At the conclusion of Fiscal Year 1993-94, the departmenf,s fixed assets were valued at
approximately $3,373,872.
The Department also maintains a fleet of stateleased vehicles, while complying with
Department of Motor Vehicle Management's Fleet Safety Program and all audit
requirements.
During FY 93-94, the Department met 100 percent of its minority business goals.
I nfo r mat io n fu c hnolo g A Se nr ic a
Information Technology Services (ITS) is the division responsible for all computer
hardware, software and network installations. ITS also provides maintenance for all office
automation equipment and provides hotline support and training for agency users.
The major efforts of Information Technologr Services during Fiscal Year 1993-94
included the development of a classroom for training in different office automation
applications. A Standard Operation Procedures guide explaining ITS policies and
procedures was also developed.
Computers with an accounts-receivable application were installed in the agenqy's
Restitution Centers, and training was provided for affected staff. ITS also trained Pre-
Sentence Investigation (PSI) Agents on computers specifically configured for their use.
The PSI computers were installed in county offices.
Two data communication gateways were installed in the Central Office in Columbia.
A Novell SAA gateway provides Central Office local Area Network (I"AN) users
connectivity to the mainframe at the S.C. Budget and Control Board, Division of
Information Resource Management and a Uniscope gatewayprovides Central Office users
connectivity to the mainframe at S.C. law Enforcement Division.
An E-Mail (electronic mail) application has been tested and will be installed during the
1995 fiscal year.
In addition, the agencyreceived special ITS funds, which will be used to purchase routers
and necessary data communication equipment to connect to a statewide router network.
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Plans were made to install additional computers and I"ANg in the agends field offices
and to connect them all to the statewide network.
Oftender I nformation SAffi ems
The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services is committed to providing
the Court, the Parole Board andDepartmentstaffwith accurate andpertinentinformation
which senes as the basisfor sound decision-making. To this end, the Offender Information
System (OIS) section is responsible for the ongoing refinement and development of
automated system applications which provide on-line information regarding offenders
under the Departmenf,s supervision. In addition, the OIS section provides batc.h and ad
hoc reports to Probatiorfarole Agents, supen'isors, management, and various govern-
mental and other external entities. The section also rnaintains an automated historical
record, beginning with 1983, ofoffenders who have been under the agenqy's supervision.
Mditional section responsibilities include application maintenance, development and
modification for the Central Office local area networks (LAl'[s) and over 50 personal
computers (PCs) located in all county and regional offices throughout the state. These
PCs are configured for use in producing Pre-sentence Investigations (PSIs), Pre-Parole
Investigations (PPIs) and for use by the Departmenf,s Mministrative Hearing Officers.
The OIS section is responsible for maintaining the National Crime Information Center/
South Carolina Warrants (NCIC/SC'IW) wanted offender tracking system for the
Department, and trains operators to qualifr for certification in the use of NCIC/SCW. the
section handles data entry for 29 counties and staffhotlines for the OIS, NCIC/SCW' PSI
and PPI applications.
During the fiscal year, the section developed, deployed and trained staff in the use of
a scheduling/tracking application which will be employed by the Department's Service
Centers, scheduled for FY 94-95 opening in Greenville and Lexington counties. The section
also developed an application for use by the agends Community Control Centcr in
Charleston.
The section added two Programmer Analysts to its staffto aid in meeting the agends
July 1, 1995, target date for roll out of the new OIS system. This will be the first complete
redesign of the original hierarchical database in 12 years. The new design will utilize a
Relational Database with modern Client-server technologr and will allow for real time
on-line access by all agents to current offender information.
Reco rds Mwtagement Sertt ices
Ttre Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services is committed to establishing
and maintaining an active continuingprogram of records management, providing efficient
systems for the management of records and records information. Records Management
Services (RMS) is responsible for the analysis, design, development and implementation
of automated and/or records management systems to attain this goal.
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the mqior efforts of RIVIS during Fiscal Year 1993-94 included receiving approval by
the S.C. Department of Archives for retention schedules for all the agenqy's records;
establishing a detailed retention schedule for pre-parole, parole and field offender case frles
toensurethatonlyessentialrecordsaremaintainedandmanaged; theinitiationofaproject
to convert existing pre-parole and parole files to a new schedule, in which parole files will
be microfilmed and loaded into a database for future retrieval and pre-parole files will be
loaded into a database for tracking and charge out; developing a qCustomer Service
Operations Manual" and a use/s manual to assist with microfilm retrieval;establishing
a database to manage the Departmentjs records management program; installing an
analytical database to track data elements to forms and operational functions within the
Department; and the entry of all offender-related forms into the database.
Additionally, the Records Services area of RIVIS processed over ?0,000 day-to-day file
management-related transactions, including retrievals, returns, new cases, discards,
microfilm preparation, and data entry.
Keearch and Evalnation
The Research and Evaluation Section is responsible for providing the Department with
researth and information regarding process and impact evaluation, in onder to support
management decisions as to the implementation, continuance, modification or cessation
of Departmental programs. Using data and applied research methods, the unit conducts
evaluation and research projects as specified by management, as well as providing
management with information as specified by their interests and decision-making needs.
Mqior efforts of the Research and Evaluation Section during Fiscal Year 1993-94
included producing a report for the S.C. General Assembly on the Comprehensive
Community Control System (CCCS). The CCCS report contained an overview of the
Departmenf,s initial efforts in the statewide implementation of Pre-sentence Investiga-
tions (PSIs) and the state's first Community Control Center, and a review of the new
Probation Termination Upon Payment (PTUP) sanction.
Mditionally, the section produced a report for the Legislature regarding a $101,000
grant from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation, designated for use in funding a nine-
month planning period in which the state is studying "unnecessary incarceration."
In addition, the unit produced the Department s Annual Statistical Report and County
Data Sheets, as well as the weekly Legislative trackingreports. Research and Evaluation
also routinely conducted research of criminal justice literaturdresounces and provided
review information and reports for general distribution and technical assistance to various
other DPPPS staff, includingthe Division of Paroles and Padons. Program information
and baseline data were collected; monitoring activities were conducted; and reports were
produced on community projects including Stayin' Straight, sex offender caseloads and
the RIP drug concept paper. The unit also developed and provided training for PSI Agents
in Word Perfect to produce PSI reports and coordinated the Research Committee's
activities.
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The S.C. Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services is statutorily responsible
for the supervision of those individuals placed on probation by the Court, pamled by the
Board of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services, and released from incarceration on
various early release programs. Additionally, the Department has been legislatively
mandated to develop and operate a continuum of community punishments for utilization
by the Court in the sentencing of nonviolent offenders. As a government entity, it is also
the Department s responsibility to operate its various programs and supervision capacities
in an efficient and effective manner.
Paroles and Pardons
The following statistics represent the results of effrciency and effectiveness measures
enacted by the Division of Paroles and Pardons during Fiscal Year 1993-94, as compared
with the previous four fiscal years (Figure 29.
Faroles rQ Pardons
€fficie ncu & €ffectiveness
parole Qases Heard &. timeliness ftlate
Total
Cases Heard
Figure 25
Fiscal
Year
Cases Heard
On Time
Timeliness
Rate
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Field Services
The following statistics represent the results of efficiency and effectiveness measures
enacted by the Department during Fiscal Year 1993-94, as compared with the previous
four fiscal years, within its Division of Field Services (Figures 26, 27 & 28).
fiit,fleld Services
Effectiveness
Fgvre 27
Admissiotts to Special Sancfiotrs
Fiscal Public Service Home Restitution Community
iiiiiiiii Year Employment Detention Centers ControtCenter*
'Nen sanc{ion beginning with FY 93-94.
DO
Jield Servrces
€ffect:eness
Figure 28
Revocation Rates for probation, f2arole
c9 Earlg ftlelease programs (By Percentage)
Technicar New Technical Judicial
offense offense (charges closure/Pending') Prison*
FY 91-92Probation 4.4............. 0.8
Parole 5.4............. 1.6
Early Release ..................... 1 1 .2 ............. 0.7
Extended Work Program &
Youthf ul Otf ender
Conditional Release 8.1 .............4.2
0.3 .............0.4
1.2.............0.0
1.8.............0.0
2.0 .............0.0
*Nar 
closure codes beginning with FY 92-93.
The community supervision of offenders placed on probation by the Court, paroled by
the Board of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services, and those placed on early release,
youthful offender conditional release and the Extended Work Program from state
correctional institutions is a primary responsibility of the Department. The brief outlines
which follow are intended to highlight laws and policies governing the Departmentis
operations, decisions and supervision relative tothe areas ofprobation, parole, earlyrelease
programs, youthful offender conditional release, and the Extended Work Program.
Probation
The Departmentis charged with the responsibility of supervisingthose offenders placed
on probation by the Court. Probation is a court-ordered community punishment which
suspends the imposition of all or part ofthe original sentence ofincarceration, and requires
the offender, under DPPPS supervision in the community, to adhere to a set of conditions
which limits his/her freedom, with a provision for judicial revocation for violation of those
conditions.
As conditions of pnobation, the offender agrees that he/she shall:
1. Report in person within 48 hours after arrival at his/her destination to
the Supervising Agent.
2. Restrict his/her activity to those programs approved by his/her
Supervising Agent.
3. Refrain from changing his/her residence or employment without first
procuring the consent of his/her Supervising Agent.
4. Make a complete and truthful report to his/her Supervising Agent each
month and whenever instructed to do so by his/her Supervising Agent
until hisiher final release.
5. Not use controlled substances, except when properly prescribed by a
licensed physician.
6. Not consume alcoholic beverages to excess or visit establishments whose
primary business is the dispensation and consumption of alcoholic
beverages.
7. Avoid injurious habits and associate only with law-abiding persons.
8. In all respects, conduct him/herself honorably, work diligently at a
o(
lawful occupation, and support hiVher dependents, if any, to the best of
hiVher ability.
9. Refrain from the violation of any federal, state or local penal law, and
contact hiVher Supervising Agent immediately if arrested or questioned
by a law enforcement offrcial.
10. Not leave the state without authorization and waive all extradition
rights and process and agree to return to South Carolina when directed
by the Court or pursuant to a warrant.
11. Not possess or purchase a weapon.
L2. Promptly and truthfully answer all inquiries from the Court or
Supervising Agent and allow the Agent to visit at any time in his/her
home, at his/her employment site or elsewhere, and carry out all
instructions given by the Agent.
13. Comply with all provisions of the probation order, including the
payment of fines, restitution or other payments, and the service of any
period of incarceration.
L4. Immediately notify hiVher Supervising Agent in case of unemployment
and,/or absenteeism from work and in case of illness or injury.
15. Submit to a urinalysis and,/or blood test when requested by hiVher
Supervising Agent and agree that the test results may be used as
evidence that hdshe did or did not violate these conditions.
16. Pay a supervision fee to the S.C. Department of Probation, Parole, and
Pardon Services of $10 per week while under intensive supervision and
$240 per year while under any other level of supervision during
probation.
Additional conditions mav also be ordered bv the Court.
(For offense classifi.cations of probatinners, by ro.ce, sex and age, refer to Appendi.x III;
for probatinn a.dmissions by county, according to rote, sex and age, refer to Appendix W;
for prcbation reuocations by county, refer to Appendi.x IX; and for superuisinn populations
by program and county at the end of Fiscal Year 1993-94, refer to fupendis XI)
Parole
The Departmentis charged with the responsibility ofsupervisingthose offenders paroled
by the Board of Paroles and Pardons. Parole is the conditional release of an individual
from imprisonment, but not from the legal custody of the state, to complete hiVher sentence
outside a correctional institution under conditions and provisions of supervision
determined by the Board.
5B
Inmates convicted of an offense (or offenses) defined as violent under the Code of Laws
of South Carolina, 1976, as amended, are eligible by law for a parole hearing after serving
one-third of the total sentence imposed by the Court, minus statutorily-mandated earned
work and education credits assessed by the S.C. Department of Corrections (SCDC). In
the event ofparole rejection, these inmates do not become eligible again for a parole hearing
for two years.
Inmates convicted of an offense (or offenses) defined as nonviolent under the Code of
Laws of South Carolina, 1976, as amended, are eligible by law for parole hearing after
serving one-fourth of the total sentence imposed by the Court, minus earned work and
education credits. In the event of parole rejection, these inmates do not become eligible
again for parole hearing for one year.
Certain offenses carry mandatory sentences which must be served before those inmates
convicted ofthem are eligible by law for parole consideration.
The Board of Paroles and Pardons is statutorily authorized to schedule parole hearings
up to 90 days prior to inmate parole eligibility dates. Should the Board grant parole prior
to eligibility, it may require the inmate to remain incarcerated until that date, or may grant
parole provisionally until that date. The Board may also grant parole conditionally,
requiring the inmate to meet certain requirements before release on parole. Should the
inmate not meet these requirements, the Board may rescind its conditional parole action.
Should an individual be granted parole, hdshe must agree to abide by certain conditions
of community supervision. The violation of any of these conditions is sufficient grounds
for revocation of parole by the Board, and the imposition of the remainder of the original
sentence of incarceration.
The inmate agrees to abide by the following parole conditions:
1. I shall report in person within 48 hours of my arrival at my destination
to the Supervising Agent under whose supervision I am released.
2. I understand that I do not have complete freedom of the community
and will restrict my activity to those programs approved by my
Supervising Agent. I agree to future modifications of these conditions
by duly-authorized representatives of the Board as a condition of this
release.
3. I shall not change my residence or employment without first procuring
the consent of my Supervising Agent.
4. I shall each month, and whenever instructed by my Supervising Agent,
until my final release, make a complete and truthful report to my
Supervising Agent.
5. I shall not use controlled substances, except when properly prescribed
by a licensed physician.
6. I shall not consume alcoholic beverages to excess or visit establishments
whose primary business is the dispensation and consumption of
alcoholic beverages.
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7. I shall avoid injurious habits and shall associate only with law-abiding
persons.
8. I shall, in all respects, conduct myself honorably, work diligently at a
lawful occupation, and support my dependents, if any, to the best of my
ability.
9. I shall refrain from the violation of any federal, state or local penal law,
and will contact my Supervising Agent immediately if arrested or
questioned by a law enforcement offrcial.
10. I will not leave the state without authorization, and I realize that if I
leave the state or my assigned area, I will be considered to have
absconded from supervision and dealt with accordingly. I hereby waive
all extradition rights and process and agree to return to South Carolina
when directed to do so by the Board or pursuant to a warrant.
11. I shall not have in my possession or purchase a weapon.
L2. I shall promptly and truthf'ully answer all inquiries directed to me by
the Board and my Supervising Agent and allow him/her to visit me at
any time in my home, at my employment site or elsewhere, and carry
out all instructions hdshe gives.
13. I shall pay during my participation in this program, any restitution,
fines or other payments which have been ordered as a part of my
sentence, whether this order to pay is made prior to or after my release
on this program.
14. I shall immediately notifu my Supervising Agent in case of
unemployment and/or absenteeism from work and in case of illness or
injury.
15. I must submit to a urinalysis test and/or blood test when requested by
my Supervising Agent, and I agree that the test results may be used as
evidence that I did or did not violate these conditions.
16. I shall pay a supervision fee to the S.C. Department of Probation,
Parole, and Pardon Services of $10 per week while under intensive
supervision and $240 per year while under any other level of
supervision during parole release.
Mditional conditions may also be ordered bv the Board.
(For offense classifications of parolees, by rate, sex and age, refer to Append,ix IV; for
parcle admissinns by county, according to race, sex and age, refer to Appendi^xVII; for parole
reuuatinns by county, refer to Appendix IX; and for superuision populatinns by prograln
and county at thc end of the fiscal year, refer to fupendi.x XI.)
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EarlA Kelease Programs
The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services supervises nonviolent
offenders who are eligible for statutorily-mandated early release programs. These
programs were created to release selected offenders meeting certain criteria set forth in
law to relieve prison overcrowding.
Under Supervised Furlough, nonviolent offenders (excluding those serying a contempt
of court or nonsupport sentence, or those convicted of Criminal Sexual Conduct 3rd Degree
or Committing/Attempting a Lewd Act on a Child Under 14) meeting statutorily-defined
criteria and having completed a specified portion of their sentences.
Inmate eligibility is determined by the S.C. Department of Corrections (SCDC), with
residence suitability determined by the S.C. Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon
Services. Inmates released under Supervised Furlough remain under the jurisdiction of
SCDC while supervised by Probation/Parole Agents of DPPPS; inmates remain under
supervision until they satisfu their sentences or are revoked from the program and re-
incarcerated.
Under the Prison Overcrowding Powers Act (also known as the Emergency Powers Act,
or EPA), nonviolent inmates having served a substantial portion of their sentences and
havingbeen evaluated and categorizedbythe Department ofProbation, Parole, and Pardon
Servicesforriskpotentialareeligibleforrelease. However,EPArequiresthattheGovernor
declare a state of emergency in regard to prison population, at which time up to 200 eligible
and screened inmates may be released each month until the declaration is lifted. Inmates
are approved for release by DPPPS, and they remain under the jurisdiction and supervision
of DPPPS until they satisfy their sentences or are revoked from the program and re-
incarcerated. EPA was repealed in 1992.
Inmates neleased under Supenrised Furlough or the Emergency Powers Act
agree to the following conditions of supenrision:
1. I shall report in person within 48 hours of my arrival at my destination
to the Supervising Agent under whose supervision I am released.
2. I understand that I do not have complete freedom of the community
and will restrict my activity to those programs approved by my
Supervising Agent. I agree to future modifications of these conditions
by duly-authorized representatives of the Board as a condition of this
release.
3. I shall not change my residence or emplo5rment without first procuring
the consent of my Supervising Agent.
4. I shall each month, and whenever instructed by my Supervising Agent,
until my final release, make a complete and truthful report to my
Supervising Agent.
5. I shall not use controlled substances, except when properly prescribed
by a licensed physician.
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6. I will not consume alcoholic beverages to excess or visit establishments
whose primary business is the dispensation and consumption of
alcoholic beverages.
I shall avoid injurious habits and shall associate only with law-abiding
persons.
I shall, in all respects, conduct myself honorably, work diligently at a
lawful occupation, and support my dependents, if any, to the best of my
ability.
I shall refrain from the violation of any federal, state or local penal law,
and will contact my Supervising Agent immediately if arrested or
questioned by a law enforcement offrcial. I understand that a violation
of this release progr:am may make me ineligible for other earb release
programs. I understand if any wanteds, holds or detainers against me
existed before my release from incarceration that I am not eligible to
continue this program.
I shall not leave the state without authorization, and I realize that if I
leave the state or my assigned area, I will be considered to have
absconded from supervision, declared an escapee and dealt with
accordingly. I hereby waive all extradition rights and process and
agree to return to South Carolina when directed by the Board or
pursuant to a warrant.
I shall not have in my possession or purchase a weapon.
I shall promptly and truthfully answer all inquiries directed to me by
the Board and my Supervising Agent and allow him/her to visit me at
any time in my home, at my employment site or elsewhere, and carry
out all instructions he/she gives.
I shall pay during my participation in this program, any restitution,
fines or other payments which have been ordered as a part of my
sentence, whether this order to pay is made prior to or after my release
on this program.
I shall immediately notify my Supervising Agent in case of
unemployment and./or absenteeism from work and in case of illness or
injury.
I must submit to a urinalysis test and,/or blood test when requested by
my Supervising Agent, and I agree that the test results may be used as
evidence that I did or did not violate these conditions.
I shall pay a supervision fee to the S.C. Deparbment of Probation,
Parole, and Pardon Services of $10 per week while under intensive
supervision and $240 per year while under any other level of
supervision during early release.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
L2,
13.
14.
15.
16.
I understand that I will be responsible for all expenses incurred
through medical and./or dental services and costs of medicine. I
understand that I will be required to participate in group insurance
programs provided by my employer, unless I can provide proof of other
coverage not necessitating participation.
I understand that while on this early release program I waive any
parole consideration for which I would otherwise be eligible. I
understand that failure to successfully complete this program will
prevent any parole consideration from occurring until at least one year
from the date of my incarceration.
I understand that failure to successfully complete this early release
program may be the basis for denial of my participation in subsequent
early release programs. I also understand that if I am sentenced to
S.C. Department of Corrections for more than 90 days for a crime
committed while on this program and removed from this program
because of conviction, I am ineligible for any subsequent early release
progTam.
(For offense classifications of offenders on early release, by race, sex and age, refer to
fupendi.x V; for early release admissions by county, according to race, sex and age, refer
to Appendix VIII; for early release reuocatbns by county, refer to Appendix X; and for
superuisi.on populations by program and county at the close of FY 93-94, refer to Appendis
ru.)
! outhful Offe nde r Q ondit ional ftlelease
Inmates ages 17 through 24, sentenced under the state's Youthful Offender Act (YOA)
to an indeterminate period of incarceration (not to exceed six years) within the S.C.
Department of Corrections (SCDC), may be conditionally released prior to that time, based
on offense, category, adjustment and evaluation while incarcerated. Approval and
revocation authority for Youthful Offender Conditional Release rests with SCDC, which
contracts with the S.C. Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services to provide
community supervision ofthose released. While under DPPPS supervision, these offenders
rernain under the jurisdiction of SCDC.
Inmates released under Youthful Offender Conditional Release agree to submit to the
following conditions of supervision :
1. I shall report in person within 48 hours of my arrival at my
destination to the Supervising Agent under whose supervision I am
released.
2. I understand that I do not have complete freedom of the community
and will restrict my activity to those programs approved by my
Supervising Agent. I agree to future modifications of these conditions
L7.
18.
19.
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3.
4.
o.
6.
7.
8.
11.
L2.
by duly-authorized representatives of the Board as a condition of this
release.
I shall not change my residence or employment without first procuring
the consent of my Supervising Agent.
I shall each month, and whenever instructed to by my Supervising
Agent, until my final release, make a complete and truthful report to
my Supervising Agent.
I shall not use controlled substances, except when properly prescribed
by a licensed physician.
I shall not consume alcoholic beverages to excess or visit
establishments whose primary business is the dispensation and
consumption of alcoholic beverages.
I shall avoid injurious habits and shall associate only with law-abiding
persons.
I shall, in all respects, conduct myself honorably, work diligently at a
lawful occupation, and support my dependents, if any, to the best of my
ability.
I shall refrain from the violation of any federal, state or local penal
law, and will contact my Supervising Agent immediately if arrested or
questioned by a law enforcement official.
I will not leave the state without authorization, and I realize that if I
leave the state or my assigned area, I will be considered to have
absconded from supervision and dealt with accordingly. I hereby waive
all extradition rights and process and agree to return to South Carolina
when directed to do so by the Board or pursuant to a warrant.
I shall not have in my possession or purchase a weapon.
I shall promptly and truthfully answer all inquiries directed to me by
the Board and my Supervising Agent and allow him/her to visit me at
any time in my home, at my employment site or elsewhere, and carry
out all instructions he/she gives.
I shall pay during my participation in this program, any restitution,
fines or other payments which have been ordered as a part of my
sentence, whether this order to pay is made prior to or afLer my release
on this program.
I shall immediately notifr my Supervising Agent in case of
unemployment and,/or absenteeism from work and in case of illness or
injury.
I must submit to a urinalysis test and./or blood test when requested by
my Supervising Agent, and I agree that the test results may be used as
evidence that I did or did not violate these conditions.
9.
10.
13.
L4,
15.
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I shall pay a supervision fee in the amount of $120 per year of
supervision. Payments may be made in cash or money orders payable
to the S.C. Department of Corrections.
SCDC may also add additional conditions to those released on this program.
@or offense classifications of offenders onYouthfulOffender Conditianal Release, by ra.ce,
sex and age, refer to Appendix V; for YOA admissinns by county, according to race, ser
and age, refer to Appendb VIII; for YOA reuocatians by county, refer to Appendix X; and
for superuisinn populations by program and county at tlrc close of the fiscal year, refer to
fupendb )il.)
Extended Work Program
Inmates participating in the S.C. Department of Corrections (SCDC) Work Release
program may be placed on the Extended Work Program by SCDC, under which these
inmates are allowed to live in the community with an approved sponsor while continuing
gainful employment in the community. Inmates must meet SCDC-determined critpria
forparticipationinthisprogram. ApprovalandrevocationauthorityfortheExtendedWork
Program rests with SCDC, which contracted with the S.C. Department ofProbation, Parole,
and Pardon Services through July 1993 to provide community supervision ofthose released.
While on the ExtendedWork Program, inmatesagreeto abide bythefollowingconditions
of supervision:
The participant is still assigned to and under the joint jurisdiction of the
S.C. Department of Corrections and the S.C. Department of Probation,
Parole, and Pardon Services, which operate continuously to meet his/her
needs and help with problems. Should the participant need assistance and/
or encounter problems, he/she should first attempt to contact the
Supervising Agent. If unavailable, he/she is instructed to contact the
responsible lwork re]easel center. The participant should understand that
both Departments have the right and the permission (with or withoub
notice) to enter upon the authorized premises, to include the work site, for
the purpose of supervising the participant. Hdshe shall promptly and
truthfully answer all inquiries directed to him/her and carry out all
instructions g1ven.
The participant does not have complete freedom of the community and will
restrict his/her activities to only those which are necessary to Extended
Work Program participation, unless other community activities are
approved by his/her Supervising Agent.
The participant will, under no circumstances, consume alcoholic
beverages or visit establishments whose primary business is the
dispensation of alcoholic beverages. This does not preclude the
participant from going into supermarkets and restaurants where beer
16.
1.
2.
3.
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and wine are sold, when accompanied by his/her sponsor.
The participant will not produce, possess, use or sell controlled or
illegal substances unless prescribed by a licensed physician. The
participant will not abuse chemical substances.
Unless employed during these hours, and so reflected on his/her ID
card, the participant will adhere to a curfew from 11:00 p.m. to 6:00
a.m. and will be within the confines of his/her approved sponsor's
address during these hours unless authorized by the Supervising Agent.
The participant will remain on the job secured and approved for him/
her by institutional personnel prior to placement on the program and
will work diligently to support hiVher dependents, if any, to the best of
his/her ability. At no time will the participant quit or change jobs
without first consulting with and receiving the permission from the
Supervising Agent.
The participant will not change residency or sponsor on the program
unless first approved by the [institutionalJ Superintendent, designee
and Supervising Agent.
The participant will not enter into any contractual arrangements while
on the program unless approved by his/her Supervising Agent and the
Superintendent beforehand. This includes, but is not limited to,
purchasing of an automobile, a home, furniture, etc. If there is any
question, the participant should first contact hiVher Supervising Agent.
The driving of a motor vehicle while on the Extended Work Program is
prohibited except as follows:
A privately-owned vehicle belonging to the sponsor may be utilized to
go back and forth to work, once proofofadequate insurance is provided
to the satisfaction of the Superintendent, designee, or Supervising
Agent;
Vehicles owned and insured by the employer of the parbicipant may be
utilized, if permitted by the employer, to and from work as well as
during working hours.
The participant will be required to and is responsible for ensuring that
hiVher supervising cost of $21 per week (U.S. Postal or Western Union
money order required) and payroll check stub are received by U.S. mail
no later than five calendar days after payroll is received. All other
financial responsibilities, as agreed upon, will be adhered to as well. If
problems occur in which any of these provisions cannot be met, the
participant must notify his4rer Supervising Agent or the work center
immediately.
The participant shall refrain from violations of any law (federal, state
o.
6.
7.
8.
9.
a)
b)
10.
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or local) and must contact hiVher Supervising Agent and
Superintendent (or designee) immediately if arrested or questioned by
law enforcement official.
L2. The participant will not cross state boundaries for any reason, even if
it relates to hiVher employment.
13. The participant will associate only with law-abiding persons. The
participant shall not handle, hunt with or purchase a firearm/weapon.
The participant understands that, in order to waive a pending parole
hearing, hdshe must be within 18 months of his/her max-out date, as of
the date of placement to the Extended Work Program. Hdshe must
submit to the center's Superintendent, in writing, his/her intentions to
waive the parole hearing. The participant will ensure intentions are
documented in Section 16 prior to signing Form27-4L.
The participant will immediately notifr hiVher Supervising Agent and
the Superintendent (or designee) in case of:
a) Unemploymerrt and,/or absenteeism from work;
b) Illness/Injury.
In any case in which the participant will be absent from work, hdshe will
immediately notify his/her employer.
SCDC may also add other special provisions to inmates placed on this program.
(For Extended Work Program reuocations by munty, refer to fupendix X; and for
superuisinn populations by program and county at the end of FY 93-94, see Appendix XL)
L4.
15.
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The S.C. Board of Paroles and Pardons is composed of seven part-time members: one
from each of the state's six U.S. Congressional Districts, and one member at-large.
Appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the State Senate, Board members serve
staggered, renewable six-year terms. From its membership, the Board elects its own
offrcers, who serve in their respective posts for one year and may be re-elected.
The following citizens served on the Board of Paroles and Pardons during Fiscal Year
1993-1994:
7.P. Jlodge 
- 
Chair
Chairman, of Bennettsville, J.P. Hodges has served on the Board as representative of
the Sixth Congressional District since 1987. Anative of Marlboro County, Mr. Hodges
is a farmer and a 1942 gtaduate of Clemson University. Involved in numerous community
activities,heis amemberofthe RotaryClubandthe S.C. Probation andParoleAssociation.
Mr. Hodges serves on the area advisory board of Carolina Bank and Tlust, and is a District
Commissioner with the Marlboro Soil and Water Conservation District. Mr. Hodges is
past president of the Marlboro Historical Society, past president of the Marlboro County
Farm Bureau, and past vice president of the S.C. Farm Bureau. He is also past chairman
and former executive director of the State Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service. Mr.HodgesisanactivememberofFirstUnitedMethodistChurchinBennettsville.
Marion EeasleA 
- 
l/rce Chair
Vice Chairman, and Board Chairman in 1985 and 1986, Marion Beasley has served on
the Board since 1969 and represents the Fourth Congressional District. A native of
Laurens, Mr. Beasley is a graduate of the Atlanta College of Mortuary Science and is a
partner in Beasley Funeral Home of Fountain Inn. Mr. Beasley is a past president of the
S.C. Morticians'Association and has served on the boards of the Urban League for Greater
Greenville, the United Way and the Golden Strip YMCA. He cunently serves on the Board
ofDirectors oftheNational Fr.ureral Directorsand EmbalmersAssociation, andis amember
ofthe Fountain Inn and Simpsonville Chambers of Commerce. Mr. Beasleyhas also served
on the South Greenville Area Health Board and the Advisory Committee for Goodwill
Industries. He is a member of Caine Street Church of God in Laurens and an associate
member of Mt. Zion Baptist Church in Fountain Inn.
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Dr. Willie E. givensr Tr, 
- 
SecretarEr
secretary, of charleston, Dr. willie E. Givens, Jr. served on the Board as the
representative ofthe First Congressional Districtfrom 1987 until his term expired in 19g4.
In 1992 Dr. Givens was awarded the Order of Palmetto, thehighesthonorgiven to a citizen
of South Carolina, for his involvement in the community and his work with young people.
Pastor of First Baptist Church of Summerville, Dr. Givens is first vice president of the
S.C. Baptist Educational and Missionary Convention, and is chairman of the Executive
and Mission Boards of the Charleston County Baptist Association. A board member of
Family Services of Charleston County, Jenkins Orphanage, and the Charleston YMCA,
Dr. Givens is a trustee of Morris College, where he received his Doctor of Divinity degree.
He also senes as Co-Drive Director ofMorris and Benedict Colleges. Dr. Givens is a member
of Gothic Masonic Lodge #212 and the Beta lbppa Lambda Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity.
fttaAmond 7. fttassi
Member and Board Chairman in 1991 and 1992, of Columbia, Raymond J. Rossi was
appointed to the Board as a member-at-large in 198?. Mr. Rossi is Division Manager of
AtlanticCoastMechanical,Inc.,responsibleforallsouthCarolinaoperations. Hehasbeen
actively involved in South Carolina's criminal justice system, serving on the Sentencing
Alternatives Advisory Committee for the Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon
Services, and on various citizens' groups involving victims rights. Mr. Rossi is a board
memberfor Operation Safe Streets. Amember ofSt. Joseph's Catholic Church of Columbia,
Mr. Rossi is also a former member of the Cardinal Newman High School Advisory Board.
He is currently pursuing a graduate degree at the University of South Carolina, College
of Criminal Justice.
7. A?hett Tacl<son
Member, and Board Chairman in 198? and 1988, J. Rhett Jackson has served on the
Board since 1976 and represents the Second Congressional District. A graduate of the
University of South Carolina, Mr. Jackson serves on the Board of Tlustees for Claflin
College and is a past president of the Alston Wilkes Society. A native of Florence, Mr.
Jackson was in the retail furniture and carpet business for 30 years. He presently owns
and operates The Happy Bookseller in Columbia. Having served on the Board of Governors
of the S.C. fuademy of Authors, Mr. Jackson is also a past president of the American
Booksellers Association and has been named to the Board of Directors of the American
Booksellers Foundation For Free Expression, headquartered in New York. In 1gg0, Mr.
Jackson was named United Methodist Delegate to the World Council of Churches.
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7.7. Elliot
Member, representing the Third Congressional District since 1992, J.F. Elliot graduated
from Penn State University in 1941 with a degree in Mechanical Engineering. A resident
of Aiken since 1954, Mr. Elliot started the city's Park Commission in the early 1960s. He
is a 30-year member of the Alston Wilkes Society and has tutored math and counseled
inmates at the Aiken Youth Correctional Center for the last 15 years. Mr. Elliot initiated
the Aiken County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity and is cofounder of Helping Hands,
the Aiken County home for abused, abandoned and neglected children. He has also served
on the Board of the Salvation Army and was instrumental in the building of a lodge for
homeless and transient persons in Aiken. One of the founders of ACTS (Aiken Churches
- 
Together Serving), Mr. Elliot is the recipient of the 1978 Sertoma Service to Mankind
Award, the Lower Savannah Region V Award for Outstanding Older Americans, and the
S.C. Department of Corrections 1984 Volunteer of the Year Award.
Nell Qooke Auarles
Member, from Florence, Nell Cooke Quarles was appointed to the Board in 1993 to
represent the Sixth Congressional District. Ms. Quarles attended Winthrop College and
graduated from the Mcleod Infirmary School of Nursing, Florence, in 1950. She has
received further education in hospital infection control and enterostomal therapy through
the Center for Disease Control ar-rd Emory University, both in Atlanta. Ms. Quarles is
a retired certifred Infection Control Practitioner and Enterostomal Therapist with the
Bruce Hall Hospital System in Florence. She has also provided consulting services to other
health care facilities in that area. She was an organizer of the state Society of Infection
Control Practitioners and has been an active member of the National Association for
Practitioners of Infection Control. Ms. Quarles is a member of Central United Methodist
Church in Florence.
The Board is authorized to grant paroles and pardons and to revoke the paroles ofthose
who commit technical violations or are convicted of new criminal offenses. The Board also
releases persons under supervision who have fulfilled their sentences in compliance with
the conditions of parole.
Parole Hearings are held each week, either by the full seven-member Board or three-
member Panels. (See Figure 29 for Board actinn regarding paroles during FY 93-94 and
the preuinus four fiscal yeors.) The Board convenes in full on alternating weeks to consider
parole for inmates convicted of offenses defined as violent by statute. At least five
affrrmative votes must be cast for such inmates to be paroled. The Board hears 60 cases
per designated full-Board meeting.
On remaining weeks, the Board meets in three-member Panels to consider inmates
convicted of offenses defined as nonviolent by statute. A unanimous vote must be cast
by the Panel for any parole action to be taken. Cases receiving split votes are rescheduled
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for hearing before the full Board, where at least four affrrmative votes must be cast for
nonviolent inmates to be paroled. The Board hears 110 nonviolent cases per designated
Panel meeting.
The Board has adopted the following criteria to guide its panole decisions, as
rnandated by the Code of Lows of South Carolino, 7g76, as amended:
0 Whether there is a substantial risk that the individual would not
conform to the conditions ofparole;
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Whether the individual's release at the time of consideration
would depreciate the seriousness of the individual's crime or
promote disrespect for law;
Whether the individual's release would have a substantial adverse
effect on institutional discipline; and
Whether the individual's continued correctional treatment, or
vocational or other training in the institution, would substantially
enhance hiVher capacity to lead a law-abiding life when released
at a later date.
When applyrng the above criteria, the Board considers the following factors: sentence
date; present offense and prior criminal record; personal and social history; institutional
experience; changes in motivation and behavior; parole plans; availability of community
resources; community opinion; results of psychological testing and evaluations, where
applicable; and impressions gained from the parole hearing.
The publishing of these criteria and factors in no way binds the Board Paroles and
Pardons to favorable parole consideration.
Staffof the Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services OPPPS) conduct an
investigation into the case ofeach parole-eligible inmate, beginning some six-monthsbefore
the inmate's scheduled parole hearing. (See Diuisian of Paroles and. Pardons, page 22.)
The results of this investigation are presented in summary form to the members of the
Board for their consideration during the hearing, in addition to the personal appearance
before the Board granted to each eligible inmate.
Should an individual be granted parole by the Board, he/she must agtee to abide by
certain conditions of community supervision. The violation of any of these conditions is
sufficientgrounds for revocation ofparole by the Board, and the imposition ofthe remainder
of the original sentence of incarceration. (See Figure 30 for Bmrd actinn regarding parole
reuocati.ons during thp ftscal year.)
The Board may, at a predetermined time (less than one year), rehear the case of an
individual whose parole has been revoked, provided the individual meets the special
conditions placed upon him/her by the Board. This gives Board members an option other
than full revocation and affords them the ability to return individuals to supervision status
with the belief that they have not only been punished for their crimes, but that steps have
been taken to enhance their future success.
The Board also meets at least six times annually for Pardon Hearings. (See Figure 31,
page 74, for Bmrd adion regarding pardons during FY 93-94 and, the preuious four fiscal
years.)
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'l_otal
Parole
Kevocattons 
- 
697
Fardon llearinqs
SurnrnarU
Figure 31
Percenlages represent approval rates
for each fiscal year.
S.e. Departrnent of
Frobation, Parole c9- Fardon Services'
Staternents of Mission
Appendix I
To provide a singular focus for the agency's future, the Department of Probation, Parole,
and Pardon Services has adopted the following Statements of Mission:
To appropriately supervise those offenders who are
placed under the Department's jurisdiction;
To investigate cases, assemble information, and mahe
sound recommendations for use by the Courts and
the Board of Paroles and Pardons to assist them in
their decision-making processes
To accomplish this mission, the Department of
Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services will:
0 Develop, operate andevaluate avariety
of community sanctions and
supervision capacitie s for offenders
under the Department's
jurisdiction;
O EnhancethepubliCsawareness
of the Department's mission,
vision and policies;
O Develop,implementandreviewpolicies
and pnrcedures to ensur€ that the aforesaid
are properly accomplished.
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Offense ahssification
lorobationers
Appendix lll Refer to Appendix Xll for a lisl of speolic uimes lalling wilhin each offense calegory.
New Admissions (Fiscal Year 1993-94)
Admitted by race, gender & age
Totat white Btack oher tutale Femate ri!$ 3ig1
78
Offe nse Class ificatio n 
- 
F rob atio ne rs
New Admissions, continued
roal whtte Black oher rtate Femate ,i!.i 3lg|
Totaf .... 15,897 ...... 7,290 ...... 9,491 ......... 126..... 13,691 ....... 2,264 .......2,190 .... 13,717
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Offense ahsstftcation
Farolees
Appendix lV Reler lo Appendix Xll lor a lisl of speciftc oimes lalling within each otlense category.
New Admissions (Fiscal Year 1993-94)
Admitted by race, gender & age
Total white Black other lrlale Female ,i3g1 f,'el
BO
Offense Classrfication 
- 
Farolees
New Adrnissions, continued
roul white Btack oher Mate Femate ,i3$ 31,E|
T0U1......2,350.........728......1,692...........20.......2,108..........242..........111 
......2,299
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Cffense ahssification
€arl7 Kelease cQ
/outhful Offender Act
Appendix V Reler to Appendix Xll lor a list of specillc crimes lalling wilhin each otlense calegory.
New Admissions (FiscaL Year 1993-94)
Admitted by race, gender & age
rotat white Black CIher Mate Femate ,i3$ f,'gl
B2
Offense Classification 
- 
€arl4 Kelease
cQ t/outhful Offender Act
New Admissions, continued
Total white Black CIher 20&lvlale Female Under 21&0ver
Totaf ...... 3,588 ...... 1,074 ...... 2,5V, ...........12.......3,329..........259......... ffi7 ......2,721
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Frobation Offenders
KeCewed Uu countu)
Appendix Vl
New Admissions (Fiscal Year 1993-94)
Admitted by race, gender & age
Total Whfte Black CIher
20&
lvlale Female Under
21 &
Over
B4
F robatio n Offe nders Kece ived
New Admissions, continued
rotat white Btack oher ihb Femate ,i!E| 3lg|
Tohf .... 15,&)7 ...... 7,290 ......8,481 .........126.....13,fr13.......2,264.......2,180 .... 13,717
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New Admissions (Fiscal Year 1993-94)
Black oher Male Femate ,i3gt 31,et
Farole Offenders
Keceived Bu counta)
Appendix Vll
Admitted by race, gender & age
Total White
86
F arole Offen ders Keceived
New Admissions, continued
Total White Black oher rvtare Femab ,fr!$ $l'ri
*Total 
...... 2,350 .......,. 728 ......1,602 ...........20.......2,108..........242.......... 111 ......2,239
'Total parole oflenders received does not malch total approvals at parole headngs (Figure 29, page 69), since some
oflenders are administralively placed on parole following a successlul period of early release supervision.
B7
Eanlq Kelease &-
UC/t Cfknders
Keceived Bq counta)
Appendix Vlll
New Admissions
Admitted
(Fiscal Year 1993-94)
by race, gender & age
Total White Black Oher 20&lvlale Female Under
21 &
0ver
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Earlq Kelease <9.
UOA Offenders Keceived
New Admissions, continued
Totral White 20&Male Female Under
21 &
Over
ToUl ...... 3,588 ...... 1,074 ...... 2,5m ........... 12.......3,329..........259......... 67 ......2,721
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Probatton ,9 loarole
Kevocations gq count1)
Appendix lX
(Fiscal Year 1993-94)
PROBATION
Technlcal
JudiclalTechnlcal prison
0 ................ 1 ................. 13 ................. 1
14 ................ 4................. 43 ................. 0
2 ................ 1 ................. 12 ................. 3
22 ................ 8 ................. 79 ............... 10
1 ................ 0................. 11 ................. 0
0 ................ 0................. 14 ................. 0
12 ................ 5.................30 ................. 1
13 ................ 0................. 11 ................. 4
1 ................ 0...................7 ................. 0
63 .............. 15............... 110 ............... 18
4 ................ 8................. 30 ................. 5
10 ................ 3................. 12 ................. 0
3 ................ 1 ...................9 ................. 1
0 ................ 0 ................... 4 ................. 1
12 ................ 0................. 17 ................. 0
6 ................ 3................. 47 ............... 14
7 ................ 1 ................. 18 ................. 2
6 ................ 1 ................. 15 ................. 2
4 ................ 0................... 6 ................. 1
6 ................ 2................. 14 ................. 0
22 ................ 2 .................60 ............... 1 7
3 ................ 2................. 17 ................. 5
69 .............. 24 ...............204 ............... 15
21 ................ 1 .................31 ................. 2
12 ................ 0................... 4 ................. 1
17 ................ 1 ................. 54 ................. 8
2 ................ 2 ...................7 ................. 1
11 ................ 0................. 16 ................. 2
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Frobation & Farole Kevocations, continued
PAROLE
Technical
PROBATION
Technlcal
New
11 ................ 3................. 32 ................. 0
10 ................ 7 .................39 ................. 0
1 ................ 1 ................. 14 ................. 1
17 ................ 1 .....,........... 29 ................. 7
0 ................ 0................... 2 ................. 3
11 ................ 2.................25 ................. 3
6 ................ 2.................28 ................. 3
4 ................ 0 ................. 37 ................. 0
3 ................ 0................. 19 ................. 1
11 ................ 0................. 24 ................. 3
13 ................ 2.................46 ................. 5
51 .............. 42...............161 ................. I
5 ................ 0................... 3 ................. 1
29 ................ 7 ............... 127 .................7
14 ................ 2.................35 ................. 9
3 ................ 0................. 26 ................. 5
6 ................ 0................. 19 ................. 1
11 ...............11 .................69 ................. 5
549...,........ 165 ........... 1,630............. 176
JudlclalTechnlcal prlson
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Earl7 Kelease, l/OA c9.
-txte n d e d W o r k p ro q r a rn Kevo c at i o n s, co n t i n ued
EARLY
RELEASE
Technical
YOA &
EXTENDED WORK
PROGRAM
Technlcal
4........................ 0 ......................... 1
3........................ 6 .,....................... 4
2........................ 0 ............... .......... 2
4.................... .... 2 ......................... 2
6........................ 0 ......................... 9
10........................ 0 ......................... 1
1 ........................ 1 ......................... 3
16........................ 1 ......................... 8
0........................ 0 ......................... 0
2........................ 0 ......................... 0
4........................ 0 ......................... 2
5........................ 0 ......................... 4
3........................ 1 ......................... 1
14........................ 5 ......................... 7
2........................ 0 ......................... 7
30...................... 31 ........................54
2........................ 0 ......................... 3
1 2 ................... ..... 2 ........................ 10
10........................ 0 .............. ..........14
3........................ 1 ......................... 2
2........................ 0 ......................... 1
2........................ 4 ........................ 1 5
Total .......... 28 ................... 34 ............... 157 27s .................... 86 .................... 309
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Appendix Xl
Parole Probatlon
(Fiscnl Year L993-94)
EarlvRebas6 YOA Total
94
llear End Active Fopulation, continued
Parole Probatlon
wly
Release YOA Total
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S,e, Crtrn tnal Offenses
Appendix Xll
The following are descriptions of specific offenses falling within the offense categories
used in the Appendices III-XI. Category groupings are for all offenses which had Court
Mministration codes during Fiscal Year 1993-94.
Arson
Arson 
- 
1st, 2nd or 3rd degree
Attempts to burn
Burning of crops and other kinds of
personal property
Placing burning or flaming cross in
public place
Burning lands of another rvithout
consent 
- 
lst offense, 2nd or
subsequent offense
Burning personal property to defraud
insurer
Assault
Assault of a high and aggravated
nature
Assault upon military personnel
Assault and battery of a high and
aggravated nature
Assault and battery with intent to
kill
Simple assault and battery
Simple assault, no battery
Bribery
Acceptance ofbribe by ofticers
Acceptance ofbribes by jurors,
arbitrators, umpires or referees
Acceptance of money to conceal an
offense involving a felony
Acceptance of money to conceal an
offense involving a misdemeanor
Acceptance of rebates or extra
compensation
Bribe of state highway commissioners
and employees
Bribery of athletes and athletic
officials, acceptance of bribes
Giving or offering bribes to offrcers
Burglary
Attempted burglary
Burglary (committed before June 20,
1e85)
Burglary (aft,er June 20, 1985) 
- 
lst
degree
Burglary (violent, after June 20,
1985) 
- 
2nd degree
Burglary (nonviolent, after June 20,
1985) 
- 
2nd degree
Burglary (after June 20, 1985) 
- 
3rd
degree
Commercialized Sex Otfenses
Participation in preparation of
obscene material prohibited
Prostitution 
- 
lst, 2nd, 3rd or
subsequent offense
Computer Crimes
Computer Crime Act 
- 
1st or 2nd
degree
Animals/ConservationM/i ld life
Ill treatment of animals
Night hunting 
- 
2nd, 3rd or
subsequent offense
Night hunting of deer 
- 
1st, 2nd,
3rd, or subsequent offense
Night hunting prohibited 
- 
1st and
any subsequent offense within two
years
Violations of Animal Fighting or
Baiting Act
Crimes Against Persons
Assault or intimidation due to
political opinions or exercise of civil
rights
Civil rights 
- 
Instigating, aiding, or
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Offe nse Codes, continued
participating in riot using weapon
Civil rights 
- 
Conspirary against
civil rights
Civil right 
- 
Penalty for hindering
offrcers or rescuing prisoners
Civil rights 
- 
Punishment for
commission of additional crimes
Lynching 
- 
2nd degree
Damage to Propefi
Cutting, removing, or transporting
timber without permission
Damaging or tampering with a
vehicle
Destruction or desecration of human
remains or repositories
Explosive or incendiary use with
property damage resulting
Hit and run with property damage
only; failure to stop
Malicious injury to animals, personal
property, courthouse, j ail,
monuments, tombstones
Tenants 
- 
Injury or destruction of
building or crops by tenant
Dangerous Drugs
Blank prescription
Conspiracy and attempt (SS 44-53-
520)
Crack cocaine 
- 
Distribute, sell,
manufacture, or possess with
intent to distribute near school
Distribution, manufacture,
possession, or sale of drugs near
school
Distribution of a controlled substance
to person under 18
Glue sniffing
Manufacture or possession of
Schedule fV, V drugs with intent
to distribute
Manufacture, distribution, etc., of ice,
crank, crack cocaine
Manufacture, possession of other
substance in Schedule I, II, II with
intent to distribute
Narcotic drugs in Schedule I(b) and
(c), ISD, and Schedule II
Obtaining certain drugs by fraud,
deceit, or the like
Possession of 28 grams (one ounce) or
less of marijuana, or 10 grams or
less of hash
Possession of narcotics in Schedule
I(b) and (c), ISD and Schedule II
Possession of other controlled
substances in Schedule I to V
Possession ofless than one gram of
ice, crank, or crack cocaine
Sale of misbranded package of
dangerous substance
Trafficking in cocaine
TYafficking in ice, crank, crack
cocaine
Trafficking in illegal drugs
Tlafficking in marijuana
Trafficking in methaqualone
Drunk/Disorderly
Public disorderly conduct
Election LawsA/oting
Allowing ballot to be seen; removing
ballot; improper assistance
Bribery at elections 
- 
1st, 2nd or
subsequent offense
Fraudulent registration or voting
Elections 
- 
Illegal conduct at
elections generally
Impersonating a voter
Improperly furnishing registration
certificate for voting
Receiving or using illegal registration
certificate for voting
Swearing falsely (perjury) at elections
or oath taking in othey's name
False swearing in applying for
registration (election laws)
Procuring or offering to procure votes
by threats, or threatening,
intimidating, or abusing voters
Unlawful distribution of campaign
literature
Voting more than once at elections
Willful neglect or cormpt conduct by
ofticials
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Cffe nse Cod es, contrn uecl
EmbezzlemenVBreach of Trust
Breach of trust with fraudulent
intent
Obtaining signature or property
under false pretenses
Obtaining property under false
tokens or letters
Swindling
Embezzlement of public funds
Extortion
Blackmail or extortion
Family Offenses
Abandonment of children
Accepting fee for relinquishing the
custody of a child for adoption
Child abuse, failure to report
violation
Child abuse or neglect
Cruelty to children (torture,
deprivation)
Custody order 
- 
Violation by
transporting child under 16 years
outside state
Contributing to the delinquency of a
minor
Enticing enrolled child from
attendance in public school
FlighV Escape
Aiding escape from custody of officers
Aiding escapes from prison, for
prisoners charged capital offenses
Escape or attempted escape from
prison
Forgery and Counterfeiting
Criminal possession of Financial
TYansaction Card forgery device
Financial TYansaction Card forgery
Forgery
Fraudulent Activities
Business opportunity, sale without
registering
Criminally receiving goods; services
fraudulently obtained
Defrauding hotel, inn, boarding house
or restaurant
Disposing of real property under lien
Employment Security fraud
Failure to pay laborers, falsely
certifring that payment has been
made
Financial Tlansaction Card fraud
Food stamp fraud
Fraudulent checks 
- 
lst, 2nd, 3rd or
subsequent offense
Impersonating law enforcement
offrcer
Sale of secured property without
consent
Unlawful use of credit cards
Willful sale of property on which lien
exists
Gambling
Betting, pool selling, bookmaking and
the like are prohibited
Lotteries 
- 
Setting up lotteries
Health/Safety
Safe Water Drinking Act 
- 
Unlawful
acts
Tampering, unlaw{ul and malicious,
with human drug product or food
Violations of Hazardous Waste
Management Act
Violations of Pollution Control Act
Homicide
Bomb, arson, explosive or incendiary
when death results
Involuntary manslaughter
Involuntary manslaughter (traffrc
related only)
Killing by poison, stabbing, in a duel
Lynching 
- 
1st degree
Murder
Reckless Homicide
Removing or damaging of airport
facility or equipment when death
results
Voluntary manslaughter (traffi c
related only)
Voluntary manslaughter
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Offe nse Codes, contin ued
lmmigration
Invasion of privacy
Entering premises aft,er warning;
trespassing
Obscene calls; other unlawful use of
the telephone
Party line emergency
TYespassing for purpose of hunting,
fishing etc.
Kidnapping
Conspiracy to commit kidnapping
Kidnapping
Larceny
Attempted grand larceny
Breaking into auto or petrol container
Entering or attempting to enter
without breaking, with intent to
steal
Failure to return rented object
Financial TYansaction Card theft
Grand larceny
Housebreaking
Petit larceny
Purse snatching
Shoplifting
Stealing of bonds and the like
Stealing of livestock, dogs, other
chattel
Unlawful purchase or transport of
copper wire or pipe
License Violation
Conducting funeral without a license
Liquor/Alcohol
Distillery apparatus on premises
Employment of person under 21 in
liquor business
Open container of alcohol
Sale of beer, wine, liquor to a minor
Unlawful manufacture, sale,
possession, consumption, or
transportation of alcohol
Unlawful purchase of alcohol
Violation of mini-bottle law
Lottery
Obscene Materials
Communicating obscene messages to
another person
Disseminating obscene material to a
minor 12 years or younger
Dissemination, procuring or
promoting obscenity unlawful
Exposure in a lewd manner
Unlawful to disseminate obscene
material to person under 18 years
of age
Unlawful to hire person under 18 to
violate obscenity statutes
Obstructing Justice
Contempt of Court
Failure to appear aft,er release for
felony, misdemeanor
Failure to comply with a subpoena,
failure to testifu
Intimidation of court officials, jurors,
or witnesses
Jury tampering, cornrpting jurors,
arbitrators, umpires, or referees;
wrongful influence
Obstructing justice
Perjury and subordination of perjury
Recording proceedings of a grand jury
or petit jury
Obstructing Police
Assaulting, beating or wounding
police officer serving process or
while resisting arrest
Resisting arrest with a deadly
weapon
Resisting arrest; opposing or resisting
law enforcement officer serving
process
Property Crimes
Altering, tampering, bypassing utility
meters
Avoiding or attempting to avoid
payment for telecommunications
Entering public buildings to destroy
records or other property
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Offense Codes, conttnueol
l,andmarks 
- 
Altering of allowed
landmarks; fell boundary tree
Looting under State of Emergency
Malicious injury to telephone,
telegraph, or electric utility system
Public Peace
Disturbing schools
Duel 
- 
Sending or accepting
challenge to fight (with a deadly
weapon)
Instigating, aiding, or participating in
riot
Interference with fire and police
alarm boxes
Littering exceeding 500 pounds or
100 cubic feet in volume
Maintaining a nuisance
Mayhem
Promoting civil disorder
Racing; acquiescing in or allowing use
of car for racing
Stink bombs 
- 
Illegal use of devices
containing foul or offensive odors
Wearing masks and the like
Robbery
Armed robbery;robbery while armed
with a deadly weapon
Attempted armed robbery; attempted
robbery
Attempted robbery
Entering bank, depository or building
and loan association with intent to
steal
Robbery of operators of vehicles for
hire
Safecracking
Strong arm robbery, common law
robbery, train robbery, highway
robbery
Sex Offenses
Adultery or fornication
Incest
Indecent exposure
Lewd act 
- 
Committing or
attempting lewd act upon child
under 14
Participation in the prostitution of a
minor
Peeping Tom; eavesdropping
Promoting the prostitution of a minor
Sexual exploitation of a minor 
- 
1st,
2nd or 3rd degree
Sexual Assault
Assault with intent to commit
criminal sexual conduct 
- 
lst, 2nd
or 3rd degree
Attempted Rape
Buggery
Criminal sexual conduct 
- 
1st, 2nd
or 3rd degree
Criminal sexual conduct with minors
Smuggling
Possession of contraband by prisoner;
furnishing prisoner with
contraband; attempt
Stolen Property
Chop Shop 
- 
Unlaw{ul to own,
operate, conduct, or to transport or
sell vehicle to
Receiving stolen goods
Stolen Vehicle
False report of stolen vehicle
Use of vehicle without permission for
temporary purpose only
Tax Revenue
Failure to pay tax, make return, or
supply information with intent to
evade
Filing false income tax return
Traffic Offenses
Causing great bodily injury operating
vehicle while under influence of
drugs or alcohol
Driving under influence
Driving under suspension
Driving while license cancelled,
suspended or revoked
Driving without a license
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Offe nse Codes, continued
Duties of driver involved in accident
with death or personal injury (hit
and run)
Failure to stop, blue light; failure to
stop motor vehicle
Habitual traffic offender
Miscellaneous traffic offenses within
General Sessions jurisdiction
Reckless driving
Vagrancy
Weapon Offenses
Mditional penalty for gun on
premises where alcohol sold
Assault with concealed weapon
Carrying a concealed weapon other
than a pistol (dirk, metal knuckles,
etc.)
Carrying or displaying firearms in
public buildings or adjacent areas
Carrying weapons on school property
Discharging firearms into a dwelling
False statements on license
application
Illegal possession of tear gas or
ammunition for tear gas
Manufacture or possession of article
designed to cause damage by fire
Placing loaded trap gun, spring gun
or like device
Pointing firearms at a person
Unlawful carrying of pistol
Unlawful machine gun or sawed-off
shotgun or rifle
Miscellaneous
Accessory after the fact
Accessory to a felony before the fact
Administer or attempt to administer
poison
Bigamy
Blue Laws violation, sale of
prohibited item on Sunday
Conspiracy to commit treason or
sabotage during war
Criminal Conspiracy, Common Law
conspiracy defined
Explosive or incendiary use with
personal injury resulting
Miscellaneous and nondi scernible
Penalty for obstruction of railroad
Performing or soliciting unlawful
abortion
Possession, making implements
capable of being used in crime
Public offrcial 
- 
Misconduct in office,
habitual negligence and the like
Scalping; selling tickets for more than
prescribed amount
Slander and libel
Subversive Activities Registration Act
Threat, damage or injury with
explosive or incendiary (Amended,
see 215, 216)
Threatening with a bomb
TYeason
Violation of city ordinances
Violations of Uniform Securities Act
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Aooendix Xlll
The following glossary is provided to assist the reader in understandingkey terms relative
to the duties andfunctions ofthe S.C. DepartmentofProbation, Parole, and Pardon Services
(DPPPS) described in this Annual Report.
Absconder: An offender under Department supervision who has fled or relocated without
the consent of the supervising Probation/Parole Agent.
AddictionsTreatrnentUnit(ATU): Atreatmentfacilityinwhichoffenderswithsubstance
abuse problems receive intensified treatment prior to and as a condition of release on
parole to the community. The ATU is operated jointly by DPPPS and the S.C.
Department of Corrections. Tleatment counselors are provided through the S.C.
Department of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Services.
Case Summary: A report, in parole cases, written by a Parole Examiner for review by
the Board of Paroles and Pardons. The Case Summary summarizes the Pre-Parole
Investigation and information obtained from interviews with the inmate, and includes
a recommendation for or against parole and reasons for the recommendation. The Case
Summary becomes a part of the inmate's confidential parole file.
Community Control Center: A front-end sentencing option which provides high-risk
offenders with a community-based residential sanction.
Comprehensive Community Control System (CCCS): A comprehensive system of
checks and balances designed to identifr offenders appropriate for community
supervision, who have committed class D, E or F felonies or class A misdemeanors. The
system provides for Community Control Centers, as well as other probation programs,
and encourages use of the programs in the sentencing of criminal offenders.
Early Termination: The statutory procedure by which the Court may end the balance
of the probationary term of an offender who has successfully completed at least two years
of Department supervision.
Emergency Powers Act (EPA l): An early release process, established by the Prison
Overcrowding Powers Act in June 1983 to relieve prison overcrowding, which advanced
the max-out release date of certain nonviolent offenders and placed them under the
community supervision of the Department. No inmates are released unless an
emergency prison overcrowding condition is declared by the Governor to exist. This act
was repealed in 1992.
Emergency Powers Act (EPA ll): An early release process established by the Omnibus
Criminal Justice Improvements Act in June 1986, which amended EPA I by deleting
the automatic advance of release dates and specifling that eligible inmates be evaluated
on the basis of risk potential prior to release. No inmates are released unless an
r02
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emergency prison overcrowding condition is declared by the Governor to exist. This act
was repealed in 1992.
Expiration: The end date of Department supervision.
Extended Work Program (EWP): A program for exceptional S.C. Department of
Corrections'work release inmates, convicted of not more than a second offense, and not
convicted of Murder or Criminal Sexual Conduct lst or 2nd degree, under which the
inmates reside in the community with an approved sponsor, maintain employment and
are under supervision. EWP supervision was provided by DPPPS through July 1.993,
when supervision responsibility was transferred back to SCDC.
Final PreParole lnstitutaonal: A face-to-face interview by a Parole Examiner with an
inmate scheduled for a parole hearing, in order to review the parole program, background
information and institutional activities of the inmate.
Home Detention: A condition ofintensive supervision under which an offender is confined
to his/her residence for 24 hours daily, unless expressly permitted by the supervising
Probation/Parole Agent to leave for purposes such as work or medical appointments.
Intensive Supervision: Department supervision of certain probationers and parolees
designated by the Court or Parole Board, utilizing enhanced surveillance and control
techniques and other special programs such as Home Detention.
lnterstate Compact for Out-of-State Parolee Supervision: An agreement among the
states allowingfor the transfer ofconvicted persons to another state to be supervised
on probation or parole.
Judicial Closure/Prison: A case closed by the court, with the offender sentenced to prison
on another charge or another violation.
Max-Out Release Date: The date, calculated by the S.C. Department of Corrections, an
inmate will have served the entirety of the Courts sentence of incarceration, with
legislatively-mandated credit given for good behavior and work performed while
incarcerated.
Miscellaneous lnvestigation: 1. An investigation undertaken due to a special request
of the Court or Board of Paroles and Pardons; 2. Residence verification performed upon
a candidate for release under Supervised Furlough or Emergency Powers Act; 3. An
investigation performed on an individual applyingfor employment with the Department.
Nonviolent Offenders: Those offenders convicted of any offense not defined as violent
by the We of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, as amended. (See Violent Offenders).
Out-of-State Investigation: An investigation to determine the Departmenf,s willingness
to accept instate supervision of an offender from another state.
Parole: The release of an inmate from imprisonment, but not from legal custody of the
state, to serve his/her sentence outside ofprison under such conditions and provisions
of supervision as the Parole Board may determine.
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Pardon: An act of grace bestowed by the Board of Paroles and Pardons, which relieves
an individual from the punishment prescribed by law for the crime committed, and
restores rights and privileges forfeited as a result of the conviction.
Pardon lnvestigation: An investigation made to determine the facts about an applicant
for a pardon.
Parole Violation Investigation: An investigation to determine the facts concerning a
parolee's failure to comply with the terms of hiVher supervision.
Preliminary Parole Hearing: A hearing of a parole-eligible inmate before an Assistant
Chief Parole Examiner prior to a parole hearing. Results of the preliminary hearing
are reviewed administratively by the Board of Paroles and Pardons prior to making a
final parole decision.
Pr+Parole Institutional: The initial contact and interview with a parole-eligible inmate
by a Parole Examiner to gather basic background information for a parole case summary.
PreParole Investigation (10 point): Afull background investigation of a parole-eligible
inmate, including employment, prior criminal record, and economic and social
background.
Pr+Parole Investigation (4 point): An update of a 10-point investigation, veriffng
residence and employment.
PreSentence lnvestigation (PSl): An investigation into the background of an individual
used by the Court at the time of sentencing, and which provides the Court with pertinent
information about the defendant and the current offense. Performed by Pre-Sentence
Investigation Agents on defendants who could receive sentences from three to 15 years
(and outside this range if so requested by the Court), the PSI has the immediate purpose
of aidingthe Court in determining an appropriate sentence for the defendant. Included
in the PSI are criminal and social background information, input from law enforcement
and victims, and a sentencing recommendation by the agent,
Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT): Specific unarmed self-defense techniques.
Probation: A Court-imposed community sanction which suspends the imposition of all
or part ofthe original sentence ofincarceration and places the offender under supervision
into the community under conditions which limit freedom, with provisions for judicial
revocation if any conditions are violated.
Probation Violation Investigation: An investigation to determine the facts concerning
a probationer's failure to comply with the terms of hiVher supervision.
Public Service Employment (PSE): A prograrn under which nonviolent offenders are
ordered by the Court or Board to perform a specified number of hours of unpaid work
for a nonprofit or tax-supporbed agency.
QualityManagementProiectTeam(QMPT): Across-functionalworkteamwhichutilizes
quality management statistical tools and enhanced group process skills to analyze
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systems issues, gather input from staffaffected by targeted processes, determine root
causes of problems and develop solutions for long-term improvement.
Restitution: An additional condition of probation or parole supenrision, ordered by the
Court or Parole Board, whereby the offender provides repaJrment to the victim(s) of the
offense committed.
Restitution Center: A residential facility in which qualified nonviolent offenders are
placed as a condition of probation for a determinate period to maintain employment in
the community, with their wages applied to victim restitution, court-ordered child
support, fines, room and board, taxes and other expenses.
Revocation: The termination by the Court of an offender's probation for the willful
violation of its conditions by the offender, or by the Parole Board of an offendey's parole
or early release program for the willful violation of its conditions by the offender, which
results in the incarceration of the offender.
Service Center: A supervision stratery that will provide group reporting techniques for
lower risk offenders.
ShortSentence Preliminary Hearing Process: The processofidentifying, forthepurpose
of a Pre-Parole Investigation, those offenders convicted of nonviolent offenses and who
have received a total sentence of three years or less.
Structured Caseload: A supervision stratery which limits caseload sizes to ?5 cases for
Probation/ParoleAgents supervisingoffenders who appeartopose ahigherrisk offailing
while under community supervision.
Supervised Furlough | (SF l): An early release program under which certain nonviolent
offenders, who are sentenced to serve at least one year ofa total sentence not in excess
of five years, are placed, prior to becoming eligible for parole, under the community
supervision of the Department.
Supervised Furlough ll (SF ll): An early release program under which certain nonviolent
offenders within six months of their max-out release date are placed under the
community supervision of the Department.
Supplernental Investigation: Additional information, usually gathered from a different
county in the state, necessary to complete another ongoing investigation.
Technical Violation: A noncriminal violation of the terms of probation, parole or early
release program supervision.
TotalQualityManagement[QM): Astructuredapproachtothecontinuousimprovement
ofthe systems which work toward accomplishing an organization's goals and mandates.
This approach emphasizes participatory management, the use of statistical tools to
analyze data, structured decision-making processes, and the development of human
resources through training and skills-building.
Urinalysis: The random testing of offenders under supervision for drug use.
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Victim Services in Community Corrections (VSICC): A program, funded through the
State Victims Assistance Program, to provide information, education and support
services to victims, while ensuring that they are informed and involved in the community
corrections process.
Violent Offenders: Those offenders convicted of Murder; Armed Robbery; Kidnapping;
Criminal Sexual Conduct 1st and 2nd degree; Criminal Sexual Conduct with a Minor;
Assault with Intent to Commit Criminal Sexual Conduct 1st and 2nd degree; Engaging
a Child for Sexual Performance; Assault and Battery with Intent to Kill; Voluntary
Manslaughter; DrugTrafticking (44-53-370e); Arson lst degree; Burglary 1st degree;
Burglary 2nd degree with Aggravating Circumstances; or Accessory Before the Fact
to any of the above crimes.
Youthful Offender Act (YOA): The state statute under which offenders ages 17 through
24 sentenced to an indeterminate period of incarceration (not to exceed six years) within
the S.C. Department of Corrections, may be conditionally released prior to that time,
based on offense, category, adustment and evaluation while incarcerated.
Youthful Offender Conditional Release: The conditional administrative release to
community supervision of youthful offender inmates, sentenced under the state's
Youthful Offender statutes, who have served an administratively-determined portion
of the indeterminate sentence imposed by the Court (not to exceed six years).
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